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- · -/tBSTRACT 
The subject .of :e.mpax-i·cal _optimization as applie-d to complex 
" . 
manufacturip.g processes·· is coll~idered. ,.Ag opposed to the usual 
empirical techniquee· of natural variation, evolutionary. optimization,. 
r,~~ 
and des~gned experiments which depend upon the development of a 
/It-
mathematical model to des·cri.be- the beh~vi.or of the process, the 
,: --; procedure develope-.d he.re. iro·ptimizes" th·e _process without. such ·a 
mdel, which is to say -·i4 is "model free." Th.e technique is freely 
adapted fr·om the Monte: ·ca:r;:lo variance reduci~g method of importance 
sampli_ng. 










be en:counterecl.. in an actual productio~ environment. Various optimizi~g 
. . "' 
-; 
.-
' .-. . ·. 
criteria are compa.re.d and stat:i.st:ica.1 behaviors are interpreted to 
- answer. the questions.· qf' ··w.hE!n there i:S eno:ugh .. g.at·a and how_ good the 
results are. 
Since the .moa.e-1 :fre.e proce~µr~ cons.ide.rs the data.: ·to b.e. a. 
random sample. of some -sort: ~d thus requires a reconstruct:i.on -O·f . 
its underlyi!}g population, .a_ generalized technique based \l]>.on the 
deltaspline transformati.c;,n is se.lected and evaJ.uate.d for quantitative. 
. ' application. ,~: ~1~~;~ .. ----~..- ·1 
The results -of the st't1dy_ indicate that a model free approach to 
empirical optimization under conditions_ li~ely to be encountered in ~ 
manufacturi~g environment is feasib.le., :>.· .. · '. : 
. - . 
" 
'·: ', ... ·, 
. . 
' ' '' ' .... ~ 
. {-··_· .. -_ · .. • ... ··. ·''> ,' ., .. · ... ...:\. " \ 
. " : I'., . 
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.. 1.0 . Intro.ductlon 
'. The subject of this thes-is is one. of ·optimization, specifically 
•• ,1 
the selection of optimal. tol.era,.nce.s in a manufacturing process. Op
-
' ' 
-//~ timization is, ~Y definition, a worthy goal and thus has received 
r.J 






attest~d by the n1unerous techniques which have been developed and. 
tol.erancing ·bas also r.eceived considerable attention, often ·with 
respect to this worthy goal. ·,_/ 
'Tolerancing is a consideration appliGat>_le. to all s~ages in the 
. 
' 
·life cycle of a typical manufacturing~ proee.ss. However·, "optimal'' _.
1
. 
tolerancing generally is n;ot., -Con~ider. ·the· 11te cycle of such a 
manufact.uring process. once .conceived the process is designed to 
.·\·.' 
.,me,et· ~·it·s performanc·e ··object± ves· ·'in 'the b·est way ]mown. The en-
gineering considerations in th·is phase quit.e .. naturally are ·dire-cted.· 
toward optimizing this _performance. This includes_ specifications 
of optimal tolerances which, however determined, will affect the 
. hardware and tooling select.ed for use in . the final process.. Th:e 
next phase in this cycle typicaJ]y is the construction -of' a p~11·ot 
operation _to verify the feasibiii ty of the design_. Often at this · , 
stage it is found that the design, while workable in theory, cannot 
meet,. in practice, a minimal performance requirement and modifica- -· 
.. 
tions are therefore made to the design. -' The _go.al of these modif'ica-
. ·tions usually· is not, however~· the optimization of the performance, 
but rather just the attainment .. of .the elusive minimum acceptable 
\ 
. . . ~ \· -~· . . ' ' .. 
2 .·., .. 
11 > •• 





_ . ........ 
,. 
! • ' ,' 
' . 
·. 1 - . .'-' .- ' . ' ':.. . 
• 
· · level of performance.. This may include respecifi.ca.ti.on · of ·tolerances •• 
'' 
·Once. the modified .des~gn is shown capaple of meeti_ng performance i . . 
,,.! 
... requirem~nts' the process is convert.ed to full production status and .·,. •'''../4" · t' 
.? . .. 
. r,.. ..• '·-· ... " I 
. 
. other· inadequacie·s may :~pp·ear, thus resulting in further design changes. 
'i 
,' · · 1- · .. · Again the usual .goal _tor these .. changes is attainment of the minimum 




. acceptable level o·f performance~ and even further .~pecification :o:rJ,: _·_ 
4"!-1.•,,. 
. . 
I • . 
. 
· quate,". in the·serise that' it meets its required performance levels, . 
~ 
but often :far from n optimal. fie. The. only optimization c_ons·idera.tions 
were made in initial design and specifi.cations ~ and th-is is likely · 
. 
. . to be. the ·only time inl_i ts · life cycle that the -p.roeess -w.i11 ·have b·een . , 
. . 
. 
- "optimized~" After achieving ~ull p;roduct·ion status, the process ·is 
monit.ored either continuously or periodically to .assure that ·it ma.in-· 
~ta.in·s the --minimum,,acceptable -l·evel o:f ~:performanc-e.-
Seldom is any·- real e:rf'ort Illa.de to· significantly impr.ove upo_n 
that level. · The .reason for this may be that the effort . requi_re.d t.o ·_ 
achieve signific~t improvements is _just -not available. A team of · 
development_ spec·ia_lists generally .accompany the process from its 
· conception unt.il it h·as achieved ful1 production status. At. this 
point these· specialists are generally released ·for use i.~ other . 
.. 
areas. The moni t.oring function is then taken over by a team of 
producti<;>n specialists whos~- interest· and energy is· spent ·in main-
. taini~g the necessary level of performance_. The inherent complexities 
of' today's manufacturing processes. seldom leave, time to the spe·cia.list 
. ' 







. ·,. ~, r I .... " 
/,. 
·:. . -~-~ . 
• ' ._-,_.J. -
., 
.. 
·This- is. hot to· sey that improvement· • .. in the prc.>c·e$s performance 
I 






based on a 'cost/profit margin an~. an obvious. source .. of . improvem~nt 




· loss. This is ·true si·hce ·~c:r.ap · 1os.s · ~eilresents ali ·increase in 
' . 
,-t;• .. 
without comparable, increases in profit. 
. ' - . 
' . 
.rt is ·not l·i~eJ..y that $1Y 
.· . 
. ·· "P<:>"cess··· ··c-<D;ul:d· .,.oper·ate- in:·- sttch· ':a· ·fashii·on· ·1th-·att· t·heire was·' no st:tap· lciS'S, 
· but if the total loss is significant, s··ay 10 to 25% of a.u· prod~dtto:n 
costs as. is . often ~he case wi tb complex proc-esses r.esuit.i.:n.g:' in -prod--
Uc.ts such as integrated circuit chips, ·s-ome -effo·rt _in' .. th·e ·diretitiori 
or seeking optimal, or at .leas·t in;i.proved, condit·ions ·-Or tolerances 
can easily be J:ustified. 
Efforts ai.med toward such improvement typ:Lc·a;11y faJ] under tb .. e 
'classification of· empirical optimization ~aly-ses. Empirical op.ti~ 
Jlli,zation, as opposed to but not independent of, analytical optillliza-
tion_ is so called because- the results are b.ased · up.on obs.ervati·on ··and 
experimentation. Several such techn·iques have been developed for use 
·in· a manufacturing environment. Among thes-e are the classic-al designed 
,,. 
. [19 6 14 16 10] experiment approach . ' , ' ' . ··, 
[ 2 , 3,io], and the method of natural 
evolutionary optimizt:Ltion (E.V.O.P.): · 
- -[10] 
variation.. · These and similar 
· empirical optimization tec-lu~.iques most often utiliz·e a hill :climbing··· . 
or gradient type of' analysis in seeking.the optimal process -state • 
. ;. The major distinctions between the techniques is in how the data· 
is collected and what is done with the gradient information. Common 
to all the. techniques, however, is t.he derivation, based on the data, 
f. ' . 
• 
. ' . 
} ' 'i ' ' 
'· 
. -
, • I 
~ .· . . ,'. 
.. 










. ,, ... ~ ' 




'I,: ' . 
or some mathematical model which can explain the variation in the 
observations. This model is then used to cal·culate the gradient, 
or direction, in which a proce,ss -shift· is.likely to ·,produce some-· 
--
b' .. improvement in the process level Such a _model i·s 






.. , . 
t .. 
curve fitting technique.. The confidence put in the hio_del is then I 
_,1 mo.st .. o.heri. dependent not ... on:ly on .. i.ts statis-tical "signif'ic.ance" but 
.~al~o its intuitive appea.l~i: A, 
' • "' ·.~::: 
Statis_tici~1$ will gene.-rally agree ·that s11oli: ,mog.el 'building· 
.. qualifies in $Ome: res,pec-ts as. an art in tllat the analyst's success 
in· deriving -an. acc:tl.~~te. model dep~_nds _upon. ·a great d~al .more than 
bis ab·ili ty to apply cook~b·oo}c.: pl:8.o·ce-du.res. Next to any theoretical. 
understanding of the re·1ationships. between. variables, experience in 
s·imilar ende-avors is the an:alys-t' s greatest resource. The experi-
en.c.ed: model build~-r ha.s bis· own bag of tricks f'or looking at the 
-data and. ·uncqve:r_ing -re.'a.sonJi"ble relations·: even wi tn.out a, theoretical. 
:fo1mdation. ·, . 
. However, even tne :m.OJ3t experienced- lUO_del builder will not always 
be able to uncover or develop a model which can adequately explain 
the behavior observed in the data. Many times this may reflect on 
.. the quality of the· data, but the likelihood that the model builder 
will fail even with g9od data exists and thi$: likelihood grows·· 
rapidly as the n1miber of variables. being modeled increases. If n 
is thi$ number of variables~ the_ :n,,m~:er -:o~ relations the. model 
. ' . ' 
. 
' . . · . builder must consider between the variables is_ given by ... ·._· . : ·.' · 
- . 




1·' : •. • . ' 
,•,·' ' 
' ' ' 




. ... ,· 
,,· :, • ,' ;, · .•• ,j 
















' , . i' ' 
• 
. . ' 
\• 
no. of relations n = 2 -- 1 where _n_= -n.o. of variables 
.. 1 1-1 
l 
. . ·,' A, 
and clearly the more relations to. consider, the ;more difficult it .. 
) 
:·becomes to model. · Thus more. and more expertise is· required of the 
' --H-.--• ... 
l 
analyst as the ·dimensions :of his data expand. This situati·on then 
. impacts upon application of ·the usual ·empir:i:cal optintj.za.tion tech .. 
.. 
niques wh_ich become. useless without models. 
,.,'/ 
' • r ' 'I 
.. . . ; 
Consider now the· manufacture of a coniplex·product such asan 
integrated circuit, chip which requires as ma.ny as 300 ·to ·4oo sequen-
·-·t 
tial operations to produce. M~y of the·se operations are · subject 
to tolerancing spe~l-ifications for various _product param.e.ters and as 
many as 40 to ·-5.0 of these parameters may be tho:ught· to relate sig-
nificantly to the quality of the end_ product. · Though ·. it is likely 
. . . 
many of the parameters are highly correlated so :that application of 
data reduction techniques .may be employed to i~entify but a handful 
of the most significant .. parameters, it is unlikely that fewer than 
four, or a minimum of three parameters wi:11 remain in this handful, 
particularly· for such a complex process. . Even for just a three para-
-· ..--------
'meter model, however, seven .relations among parameters exist: three 
taking the- parameters· one -at a time; · three- · two at a time; and. one 
three at a time. Unless some theory is .available to s'U:ggest what 
· functional forms to use for these relations, the anaJ.yst will have 
to resort to his "b_ag of tricks" to determine·. just how the parameters· 




The most useful tools .. · for empirical:~Y uncovering these tune~ 
tional forms are, perhaps,. plots of' the data from which the analyst 
6 
< ,. ' • 
' . '., 
' . . 
......... 
. . . 
... , ' -
·,; · ... 
. . '_ ·- . ',: 
: •, .. ' 
• 
. ' '. 
. 
.. can draw on' past experience •. 'But this is·. clearly a:n ina.deqtia.te 
. ,,:, . approach. for consideri.ng three or more parameters t_ogether. A :f're~ 
"I'-•• 
' '· ~ 
,-,- •. ,. .·1 
. ti· ' ' . ' . '. 
"· .'< 
' :'., ' ' ., ~.' 
quent standby is the hit or miss application of a· number of standar.d 
forms: - linear; .. power; ~og; oJ_ e:xponentiation. But ·there is no 
. i 
>---.,/ 
reason to suspect that these or any combin·ati_qn of these forms wil.l 
... . . . " 
yield .. a model wh~ch adequately de;icribes. the behavior observed in the··. -·_ · 
\..""""" 
possibility out~~~: . ;, . 
It seems that -a desirable state of a£f,airs would be, the avail-
. abili-ty ·of ~ empirical optimization techniq.ue · which aould relieve-·-· 
this burden of uncertainty related to inode.1 building from·;:the analy~·t,, . _ -
without sacrificing information·.as ·t9 the possible location of .the 
· best or optimal process state. It is. ·-ir1 search of s1:1ch a technique 
statement of the problem considered. 
1.1 Statemen.t of the Problem 
1.1.1 }4athemati cal 
Consider a complex manufacturing process in wh.ich :the end product 
has some series of final respon.ses: _ y 1 , _ y 2 ·., ... , y • - Let Y be -·.so:m.e , n 
composite response, based on the sim~le response~, y i, such that Y · · · • - _ 
• 
can be used as a .criterion for measuring the process performance. 
I:t the proc.ess parameters x1 , x2 , • ;·. ; __ -\i explain the simple responses, · 
y. , then these s a.tne parameters will also explain Y -·so_ that the com-· 1 
. . '. ' . ' ' 
posite response Y exists as ·some -function, h,-of x.., x2 , •• -~_, x.~_or J. . - n 
. -
:-=-~ .. ,. 
---~~~---~--------------------------------
-
. -~ .. 
..... J 
. . 





-_- __ :-··/- Y. :::: .h_(x.. , · x_2:, ... , X ) = h(x): _ ·, J. . ·n ~ . 
. ' ' 
,, ·1~2 
'· 
Ass11me the process parameters to- be random variables whose ·distri-
butions can be -controlled with respect to their .nominal operational ·_-- .· -
levels. s_0 ~hat. the ·-multi variat·e p:robabi.lity :density function,· :r ·,. for 
• 
. . . 
.! is· known if' the ··respective oper:ati:ng levels µ1 _, µ2 , ... ' µ = l1 n -+-
-· - .,, 
• . .re . 
• 
are specified S·O_. that ~·· i 
. multi variate p:robability -_~ens-ity,. .of·-~· :at. -µ i~ .:f'{·x __ J-µ): 
. ... . . -r -+· ..+ +. 
Then since the process parameter-s are random variables,· ·the composite 
response Y is also and it makes sens·e ·to talk ap_out ·its ·expected 
'Valite ·with respect·- to ·f(:x:;µ). .Thus 
·+ + 
E(.Y) =. fh(x)f(x;µ)dx = E(Y;µ) J J + +·+ + + 
·.s:o· that the ·expected val.ue of Y is dependent upon. t_·he. vect·or· o:r aper~ 
ating levels,_µ. 
. + 
The optimal proc~·ss state e·an then b~ ·defined as that operati.ng 
vector,µ*, which maximize_s 1--4, thus providi~g the maximum expected 
+ . 
process performance: l_eve.l.: ·Th·e problem is to estimate ·µ* under these 
. -~ + 
conditions : 
1. A historical coli~ct_ion· of -data from the proce·ss 
is available. 
2. · No experiments for obtaini_ng more dat:a ma¥ be rm,. 
- ·:. -
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Assiune that no model can be :fo'Uild that adequately 
explains the behavior observed in the historical 
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· · data. 
...... ..... , 
'4.-: · No theoretical ·basis for any relations among . 
parame.ter-s is: known. 
. ' 
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1.1. 2 Practical. 
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the series of ·final response·s might -b·e any n11tnber of elec.trical mea- · : -
, that in integrated circuit manufacture, the production· unit is typi- · . 
. -, 
I• 
cally a waf~r which at ·the end of the -process- is converted into as · 
many as 700 integrated c.i-rcui.t chips, a compo-site_ reSJ?Onse re·:;tati'ng 
to process performance ·mi,gh.t b·e percent chip yield p~r. pr.ocess·ed. 
wafer. This composit.e :respons:e .is ._ then dependent -on-- t·he~--.eJ:e~trical 
. . . -~ '':'-
responses measured f'or· each. ch·ip on ·a wafer. · -As.sume that some set 
.ef in-proee,ss parameters ·has ·b·een :identified as "significant'' in 
rerating to the electrical. ~esponse9 observed in the ~ips. S.uch 
/ 
para.meters might be wafer thick.nes:s, surface· resistivity of the 
wafer, etc. Then the composite.response, percent chip.yieid·per. 
processed wafer, is some ~ction .of' that :set of significant in-
process parameters. If these parameters are random variables--a 
'" .. 
reasonable assumption--then the composite response wi11· be too. · 
· . __ . - -'!'he ·question of' optimization, when related ·to manufacturing . 
processes, gener.al.ly implies· an- existing ability to control the 
process. Even if the proces·s ·we.re not controllable, however, an. 
.... , ...... 
optimization analysis could -provide valuable information· as to.· the ·_ · 
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·since optimization is tl!.~ .. question, the pr.ocess parameters are not 
only ass11med · to be· random variables., ·but rand.om; variables whose. dis- · 
~. -· ' .. 
. tributions can be controlled. Ideally if all parameters could be 
controiled to ha:ve zero variance, optimizing the process would be a .··. 
simple ·matter of maximizing the ·r¢.~ponse witn.···respect to· the in-
. . . -, ·..; . 
.. 
· process parameters. Such con-d~1?ions of zero variance,· however, are:. . 
; ' , .. :·.- .:·· 
. . . . ' . . . 
unattain.able· in a production environment -and a more· r.ea.lis·tic sit:lla.;.. 
ti-on would be one in which an "optimalfl control capability. for each· 
of the . parameters could be specifi.ed. This 0op.timal"' control c~pa- ·.· · 
bility would rep·r-e.sent the minimum variance that one c·ould hope to 
~chie.ve under normal process operating conditioijs .. Th.us after ana-·"', 
lytically, experimentally, or arbitrarily specifying .. th·ese "optimal" . 
•· •, ~ 
. . 
· capabilities, and. since the shape of the dis·tribution of the-· para.meters 
is known, any specification of nominal process: operating levels will 
determine the multiva.riat·e probabi];,ity de11si ty function of the in-proces·s 
para.meters. 
Sin·ce the percent yield per processed wafer is. a random variable:. 
one can talk about its expected value with respect to th~ optimally 
controlled process parameters. · Also since the distri but:i·on of the · · 
optimally controlled process pa!ameters depends upon the nomin.al 
. operating levels, it follows that the expe·cted percent yield per pro-
cessed wafer does also so that. optimizing the proc~as · can be considered. 
as finding those nominals which· m~imize the expected percent yield· 
per processed wafer. · 'l'h.e· analyst who attempts to optimize such a 
. . . 
. 
. process is , likely to. encoUI1ter these:t:situations: · 
.. 
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,.... 1. Production p~rsormel whose primary. responsibility is -
' . -
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... , 
' 
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-"':. 
:-;·:· 
· m.eetir1g _ productio~ quotas are not likely to · submit to 
the analyst's.request for many., if any., e·xperimenta1 
--~· ' .. 
' . 
•.:-1:, · production lots. · '!'hey are reluct~t · to deviate from the . ' . . 
proven norm. 
" 2. · A collec:tion of recent and accurate historical data 
. ·"'~ 
is available. 
·. - ' ' 3. ·Attempts to model older s.ets of data· from thi$: 'proc,ess~, .· .-~--::~ .. -_ 
• ·' I 
have failed, and the analyst cannot expect to: have 
any better success at modeling with this new data. 
What can the analy~t. do, l.lllder these conditions, to estimate. the . opti.-
ma1 process state? 
1. 2 Objective 
" The ob.jecti ve .9.:f °tAi:s· ·thes_i.s, in 1·i.ght of these di.sc'2Ssions_·, 
becomes· the surv~y of the -s·uit-a.bili ty of availabl·e techniques -if a:ny . 
' 
for dealing with. this problem, and then if necessary the dtivelopment 
- . 
and· evaluation of an empi.rf ca-1 opti·inization technique which relieves -
the burden of model building from the analyst's shoulders in seeki-ng 
the best or most favorable· operating state of a manufacturing . process •. 
This optimal state, ~*, together with 'the opti~l .control capability 
. of' the process will then permit ready derivation of. the ''optimal" 
tolerances to be spe·cified for f\1.ture product manufacture. 
• . . '', 
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As Hammersley ·and Handscomb put-: it, .. "Every Monte Carlo computation. 
that leads to _quantitative results ma,y · be . ~egarded as estimating the 
- value of a :multiple integral. n[i2 l Recalling the mathematical state-
ment _ot··the .problem in ·Chapter 1, ~his thesis c·onside.rs· the question 
of process. optimization basically ·as one o:f evaluating such a multiple· 
. 
-· 
chapter, every -evaluation of a multiple integral is not necessarily 
suited to a. traditional Monte Carlo computation. Nevertheless, after 
disposing of currently available methods for evaluating and optimiziµg 
_ such an integral, a Monte car·lo inspired techniq'.Q.e will ·be ¢leve~ope-C1.: __ 
.. •. 
which does promise to optimize·, or maximize, the expected proces.s 
response. under th~ .restrictions. and constraints of the stated problem. 
·2.1 Backgroun·a 
Assume for· .t.be mome·nt that th·e response fun.ction, h(~), is eitlle:r 
known or has been ''adequately" modeled from the historical data. If 
the resulting integrand of equation 1-4 permits. analytic evalu~tion of 
the expe.cted response, then c1.ass·ical optimization teclini·ques mEcy" be 
. . 




However not only are the functions h and f seldom simple enough to 
permit ready integration or eva;t.uation of. 1-4, but as discussed earlier, 
an ''adequate" model may not l>'e available and a more versa.tile tech~ 
nique is desired. Optimization :aside, the evaluation . of 1-4 then sug- ' .. 
gests a ·Monte Car1o estimation •.. 
Monte Carlo estimations or methods · are essential Jy. techniques for 
...... · 
' '~ ' 
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' .~ 
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the· experimental de-termin·ation ot an unknown qua.nti.ty. kly niuriber of· 
such methods have b·een·· ,devise·a and published. . They ra.r1ge from the, 
simpler .hi t~or-mis.s and crude Monte _Carlo to the more· s.ophi-sti.cated · 
variance reducing techniques such _as st:t·atified. sampling, c-ontrol 
variates, symmetrization o:r ·integrand, and importance s·ampling.· · 
These latter variance redueing te~hniques have resulted from-=-'nee.ds 
.. for .. incre.as.ed~.~c,euraay .. in .:the . Monte. Carlo .. estimate. without. inc.reasing 
the niunber of observations to be gathered. Such techniques employ 
any prior k.nowledge of the- :properties of the involved ·functions for 
obtaining improved estimates. This reflects a constant thE:?m.e through-
out Monte Carlo text.s:. Whenever ·theory can, in part. or whole,, replace 
' 
experiment, the llllcertainty of th·e. evaluation. is decreased, hence 
accuracy increase .. d. 
·However, ·the.· tra.dition,al :a.pplicatior1- of any of the· ... Monte Ca:rlo 
~-
methods is generally not feasible in the production environment :because: 
of the key word "experiment.'.' Recall that production pers.orinel are. 
concerned primarily with meeting outp'Q.t quotas. Thus any intervention 
by an analyst to gather experimental data will only jeopardize the 
immediate concerns. :of these persons. Since the term Monte Carlo .. it-
self implies the conduct of an experiment of some sort in· order 
to evaluate the multiple integral, t4,~ s~cond condition in the mathe-
~ 
ma ti cal statement of the problem seems· to eliminate a Monte· Carlo eval-
uati.on ·of· 1..-4. Even if a small expe_riment '.were perznitted, the more 
· ~,· . commonly applied Monte Carlo applications would ·provide no means of· 
',: · .. 
optimization since several samples· or experiments would ·be required 
. -. 
. ,· .' ' '. -~ : ". 
'' '' ' ' 
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for this purpose •. • · 
To the author's know:le_dge !J 110. ~e:ch.n:i.q\ie .lias been published which . 
attettlpt'f, to optimize an ~xpressi.on such as·.· l-4 under all . o:f the · stated· 
· condi,tions.; Every./.availabl.e technique, requires. eitl:le·r that experi-
. . . ~ . . 
mental data .be gathered, ·or that the historical data be modeled·, or ·. · · · 
. . , 
. ,, . 
both. The only· known work ·on+ this problem · un<rer such C'Ohdi.tions · has· 
been done l'iy Evans _-l 9 ] . ne p:toposes a m.oai:f'ie'd Mdnte C'a.rlo approach, 
a s11mma:cy of which is given below: 
1. Let N be -the number o:f data point·s· :-~cf. :n . b~ · the number 
-of proces:s :parameters . 
. .. , ;r .... ! .. 
.. 
2. Arbitrarily part:i.ti.on Eucl~,dea.n n-:·sp:a.ce -~nt·o ·K ·mµ.tually 
exclusive and exhaustiy~ hype·:r~rec:t.~gula.r :subreg~ons 
such that N of these. contain exact·1y one data point. 
3. Rewrite the e.xp.ect·ed process response as given in 1-4 
as 
N · K-N 
I , •• 
E(Y:~) ="£fr.hf + E ;;_hf .~·-···1·. al!ill9,_ 
\ 
. i=l 1 j=l J 
b I. . . th :\... . t . . . th . . th i... • w ere . ,is · ·. e suuregion con a.1n1ng ·e 1 ouservation 
1 
and J. is .on~ o.f· tli_e:= (:IC~·NJ· subregions containing no data .. 
J 
point. ·• 
1i. Estimate each of Jr. h; from the single kn<JWlI. ,pOiint ·· con.- .. 
1 
tained in the-subregion Ii· and bound the·error on'the 
integration. Both Jr~ hf and this . error are dependent 
on the partitioning. 
~ . ' . 
. ' ' ·- . 
.. 
', .. ; 
.. 
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. ~ ., ; 
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· · ··.· $. . Estimate E(Y; µ)' by ass11ming th·e. occupied cells· to be 




"random," in some sense: 
N 
" L I hf 






~-f .· .. 
1 
A 
. Bowd E (Y; µ) with ·respect · to,-~th:e . integratf on . errors 
. -+ ' . 
• in .thehihf' s • 
.A 
Estimate Var (E(Y ;lJ)) which is also dependent :on the 
-+ 
partitioning. 
8. "Balance" the two sources of error: · the integration 
A 
error and the estimate ·of the variance on E(Y; ll ) •. 
- ~ 
.. 
"Balance" means minimize the total error by modifying 
. 
the partitioning of n-space and repeating these steps. 
ThiEJ sequence is · executed for each o:r a list -of candi.d23;te process 
optima and the ! providing the largest· "balanced". estimate of' E(Y; µ) 
-r 
-+ . 
is selected as "best." Evans :provides no numerical example, and 
this author tried applying. th~: co:p.c~pt: to a sample problem himself. 
The results indicated that the technique is unworkable. Evans' 
premise is that the two sources of error, integration and. variance, 
each argue for contrary subregion s.izes: small sub·r_egions for · 
• 
small integration error and large subregions for small variances. 
The "balancing" above represent-s · the.: best compromise of these op-
.posed requirements. The m.aj or · flaw. in his technique, which appears· 
irreconcilable,. is his ''exact" estimator for the _variance of ~(Y;_}; ) •.. 
Its form is unwielw and for .. th:i'..s re as.on is not presented here. . 
15 
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.... --However, it clearly is a function not ·only of the niunber and size of 
the occupied subregions, but . also· on the nimiber of unoccupied sub-
regions in n ... ·space. This dependence on -the · number of unoccupie·d sub-.· 
regions is such that by ·increasing the ntunber of unoccupied cells, the .·· 
. ' ' . . . 
. . ' 
. 
variance estimate will eventuaUy·. ~o, and stay, negative. Thi.s can 
• 
A 
.. :be done without changit;1.g E(Y;]) .. · . .Also.the behavior of the···.variance 
' 
.. ,-; .. e.s.timate .. was found to be unpred.iotable .as .. the,_ .shapes -and si.zes of 
subregions were changed. 
The r~ason for such behavior, and. the reason that the technique· 
appears . irre,co:µcila.ble, is that trying to estimate the variance·· of an · 
. expression like 2-2, which is· really just a weighteq. · aver·age_ of the 
observed responses, is not unlike trying to estimate the variance of ·. 
an unknown population frol!l but a single obs_er~ation which is, of cours-e, 
.· ·i;mposs'tb·'le. 'l'he: weighted ··average of' ·2-2 rep·resents but a single 
observation from an tmknown populat·i9µ- ot -.dimension n • N. Thus Evans ' 
technique· of balancing errors -is doomed. ·to ·failure unless .an estima-
. tor of E(Y: µ)· whose variance can be es:timated. is ··determined. · 4 
. 
With this· result and the conclusion thiit ·traditional Monte 
Carlo applications · can not ·be employed to solve the problem addr·essed 
· by this thesis , it appears, perhaps, that Monte Carlo is not the 
avenue to pursue. Before completely abandoning a Monte· Carlo -approach, 
recall that-~ :the reason tradl.tional Monte Carl.o 111ethods are not ap:pli-
cable is· that they -require an· experiment of some. sort for. evaluation 
of an integral such as 1-4. · · Even of more concern was the implication .. 
that for an optimization analysis via Monte Carlo, numerous samples 
16 
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or :experiments_ need be run. ·;_.--~mbis-- is be·cause the more commonly known 
,· ·r 
Monte Carlo methods would require. the analyst to sample from the 
distribution r(~;!), and to thus optimize, samples would be taken 
for -as many .¥ ,as possibl~. One dissimilar and ·often misunderstood _ · 
Monte Carlo method exists in- the literature which estimates an inte~ · 
grai of the type 1-4 by sampling not from f(x;i) "but rather from . 
-+· . . 
as importance sampling. Its characteristic-s can be exploited to·_ 
-·_ deal with the problem address:ed by this tne:sis_, i.e. ,· a model free 
~stimation of the optimal process state ·based on a collect-ion of 
his-torica.l data. -
2-. 2 Importance S~;rnpling 
Consider evaluation of the integral g:iven .h:er~ 
x=f e(x) ~(x)dx 
-+ -+ -+ 2-3 
Let y (~) be any function such th-'at 
'•. 
-1. y(~) ~o 2-li.1 
I • 
... ,: f y(x)dx = ,: 2. 1 --~ 
-+ -+ . 2:...1i.2 
3. If Y(.i) - o, ·then cl>(x) - a -
-+ 2-4.3 
Then y (i) is a prob.ability density. tunctio~ ·and 2-3oJc·an be rewritten 
as ' . - ' •• 1 •• 
' 
·,·, ~ , 
' . i- ' . . . '';"~",'.:• 
', I,,"• 
',; . 
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Then instead of the ."usu~~ sampling· from. cf>(~). to estimate x~ the . 
··* '• 
. . . 
analyst. samples rather frQm the distribution defined by. _ Y (~} and· 
obtains as the importance sampling estimate, I, of X: 





· (1) (2) (N) 
~ '-~· ' ... , ! 
. ' 




As -for :O.ther Monte Carlo e·st-imators, the variance- on I is c~c.ulal:tle. 
as N . ···1 
L e(x)cp(x) 
+ + i=l y{~) 
1 Var e (~) <P (~) 2-T 
-
-- y(x) N N-Var(I) =-Var 
+ 
: ·The· statistic I is· unbi_a.;sed and, for proper choice of y{~),. will have-
.. , 
-
-a_ ~ma1'lfe:tt variance· than· ·the· crude ·Monte Carlo- es-timate obtained- simply' 
Cleariy if y(x) is ·chosen not. only to s:a.titlfy con-·-
+ 
di.tions 2-4, but also so that y (x) 
. . + 
e (i) <P (!) 
then Var y(~) will be less t·han V~r (e·(_f).) w~ich i_f3 p"r~oport:i.on_a.l ·· 
-t·o the variance of the c:rude: Mont_e G~l9 e::stimate ~. ·The importance 
sampling . estimate :of .x· will thus be more accurate than the crude Monte 
Carlo estimate.- This is the variance reducing }1onte Carlo technique 
•' 
of importance sampling. 
· While importance samplip.g ·was developed as a powerful variance 
reducing technique, its characteristics give it{'.~ .ve.rsatility not 
., .. 
inherent in other Monte· Carlo methods •. ,This i.s- due to the· ·analyst'.s: .· 
. . 
· ability t.o sample from ~ apparently unrelated distribution. While · 
' ./' ,,,·· '1 '. 
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it has been s~ggested how careful. "se-iecti:On of the g.a.fupling distribu-
tion, y(!), can si-gnificantly reduce the un~ertainty of the crude Monte 
' 
: Carlo· estimate, it is just as true that careless. selection of a 
sampling distribution, y(x), .. ~ will produce an importance sampling 
. + . . . 
estimate with far greater tmcertainty than that of the. crude 
es.timate •. Consequently~ the·re must· be any· number. _of sampling dis-
the importance sampling ·estimate.~ With this ·in mind, attention is 
. . 
re-directed to· the ~ntegral which is the subject of this thesis:, 
equation 1-4. 
- ·-, 
. Let g.(~) b.e· some abri trary probab:ility· ~ensity . function: 
whose effect on the variance o·f 'the fnrporta.nJ~tf s_ampling estimate of. 
E(Y ;~) is unknown. Assum~ th,:at .. g(l) _is never z·ero when f(~;..\!) is 
not zero. ·)I'ben. 1~4 c-an b·e ·rewritt·en ·as 
. ;'. "" 
.... : 
E(Y;µ) g(x)dx 2-8 ~ 
-+- -+ 
Such an expression ru·1.ows nhe analyst to estimate the· expected proces$· 
re~ponse at any number of ·operatin_g st:ate vectors, ); , while each tini~ · 
sampling but from the distribution defined by gC:i) •. In fact, a single 
process sample consisting of the observations i(l); .¥(2 ), .•• , .f (N)_ 
can be used.to estimate the.behavior of E(Y;];) for any Or a11~'s 
r 
in a particular region of int·erest. The importance sampling e.stimate . ·· ... -. 
... 
of E(Y; µ) b.ecomes · · 
-+ . . . 
',.' ,\ . 
,.. . 
. ', ·' 
·,.• - _,·. 
. .... , 
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. 
. N . . 
,. ~ ( (i)) ( '(i) ) 
E(Y;lJ) = Llh ~ f'-i ;µ 
~ i= g(x(i)) 
+ 
_,.,,-if_ 
N = I(µ:): 
-+-
: . '( 
. -
-2-9. 
A measure of the tmcertainty -o,:f' such an es.tfm..at,e: is essential.. ·Frott.f .: ::. 
2-7, .it follows that ·· 
· · ·. l h(x)f(x·u) 
Var( I(~)') -= N'7ar . -+. _ + '4-
g(~) 
:But Va h(~)f(i;~) 
g(x) 






N h ( ( i ) ) r·(; ( i ) . ) E i i '!; 
i=l ( (i)) 
g~ . 
N-1 
#f> 1 A h ( ) f( • u) 
.var(I{µ))=-Var l i,4-




,,_----~. -- 2 
h ( X ( i) ) f( X ( i ) · U) 
-N -+ -+ '4-













a good estimate of the most ·favorable opera~i.ng condition,-~*, might -
' . .· ' ·, ' . . . 
. . 
. ' .. 
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'; . 
be that vector,µ*, which maximizes 2-9. The confidence in the esti-~ 
A 
. . . . . ... 2 "· ' 
mate I(~*) could then be determined from· SI(~*). . Perhaps a better 
estimate of the optimaJ. state~* would be obtained for a ·criterion 
'' 
more general than simply· m~mizing 2-9. Such a criterion might be. 
A 
to estimate .µ * as that vector, µ * , which maximizes + . . + . 
thus inc.orporating the imc.e·rta:inty of the· estimate, I~), int? the 
. 
result. S.uch an expression· is equivalent to the low limit on a one-
sided. c?fifider1:ce interval for E(Y;.¥) with ·the deg·ree of' confidence 
. . 
dependent not only on the magnitude of k but :al~o the di.stribution 
of the stati.stic, .. r(i) .•.. - . . Thus :it appears possible to estimate~* 
without :modeling or r~g:r,e~·$.ing.:.'the. sampled v~ue~:;~ and 11opti1llization 11· 
is ach:1~ved w:l.tll p.ut .a. si:t1gl.e :sample. The ,actual maximization of' 
. . 
2-13 might be: per·formed analytica.ily -.i.:f' th:e .muJ.ti variate probability · 
· density :function, f'(l;~), i~ not too·. co~plicated. W11atever the natur§ 
. . 
~ ' ' 




, ,t • 
~ ' . ·, 
', ' ' • ,;. • I 








of f(f;~), 1;* could be fomid via classic numerical search methods. 
Some comment on the confidence interval defined by 2-13 is 
warranted. With the degree of· confidence dependent not only on .k 
' 
but also_ the dist:ribution of I(~), it shotil.d ·be .clear that as .!; :i~. 
. . 
,._.y~ried, the shape of.the distribution of I(1;) also changes so that 
even the most carefully selected k will n~t provide the same ~egree 
. ot confidence. everywhere •.. ·T4~ setting k~k0 will not ·assure the 
analyst of uniform confidence. intervals at a]] µ. 
-~ 
expressed as .- . . 
' -:, • ·,i' -, ,' ,._,·, 
0 
I' 
' ' -'• I '. ' ' 
21 
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The consequences -·o:r such a situation ce.r1 .only· "b·e surmi:Sed at this 
~ . . . 
time, and the author's guess is that the situation should· cause n·o 
great concern. Large k will still_· give ·high, and small k low degrees 




is varied- through a "re~sonable" region of inte.rest.· is likely to be. 
. .
of no significance. Such a "reasonable" region might be· those .. areas ·.·-·::~-"" 
where the sample values are not _too sparse. If this is the case~ . 
then .maximizing 2-13 for k=k0 _ within that "reasonable" region is 
not unlike minimizing poss·ible :·:regret-~ 
". . 
in different ca.l.cula.tions as· has been done here by considering dif- · 
ferent ~: is ·no.t novel. Such an idea was suggested 'by Clark in 
specific r~f~rE!nce to importance sa.mpling[ 4 ] and appears as tliE! 
central point · .in Evans' multiplex sampling. which employs both control 
variate azid importance sampling C::Oµcepts. [7 ,81 However, neither 
' the suggestions by Clark, nor the techniques ot Evans, nor the · 
development~ thus far in thi~ thesis is capable of deali~g with the 
problem as stated in section 1 •. 1. There still is -an urgent need 
for the analyst to obt·ai,n ·'th~;(j ,:_.~ne .experimental •S'ample taken from •. · 
• \ '' • I • l- ~ • ' • ' ,, • 
• C the distribution . ·g(!) •. ·. · 
' . ',' ... '' ' . ' 
•.. ; -,·' ', ,_ . 
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Recall that the constraints of the }?roblem restr·ict the analyst 
to but a single collection of historical data and do not permit bis 
further experimentat.ion. Why not consider th.is historical collecti·on 
.. ~ ,, ... 
,•- ,; . ._, ~ ... , ·, .. 
a kind of '~random sample" and. let· that d.ata repres·ent the "results" 
' ' ' 
of some past- "experiment?" If ,a population c:an be hypothesized or 
constructed from which the historical data, or "sample values," mi.ght 
-r 
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can be applied and an. ~stimate of ~he optimal process state made. 
·Cons·idering the, nature· ·of histo:r:-ical data, however, finding such a 
population ·may be. a di·r~c\]].t task... . These :difficulties, however., 
are not of immediat~ concern. What is-- :.in1portant at .this point is 
that once s·uch a., pqptila.tion is .f.ountt, .:the~ historical data which was 
gathered in th~, usual production environment without disrupting nor-
ma:1 oper.ations t>rovide::s the ·an~:i:'lyst· with the n·ecessary. "experimental" 
. 
data. for employing the opt·i:rnizing criterion of 2-13 without further 
experiment~t·iorr. Thus $he a.n.aj_yst· is ab.le ·to es·_timat~ the op~imal: 
process state .from h-~storica·l dat:a w:ith.ou.t ·turther experimentation 
and without modellit.1.g: the data.·. 
This completes a.e·veiopment of ·t:he. pr9ceci..we.s .for a., model free 
empirical optimization techniques as required by the problem state~ 
ment and objectives of this thesis. This· procedure is s11mma.rized 
in the next section. 
2. 3 Analysis Procedure 
. ' : \ 
f-•.• ' ' 
The stei;>s. in the analysis: procedure deve·loped in ·precedi.ng,sec-: ·· · 
tions. can b_e s1JPJJDarized .as follows:· 
. 
. ' ' 
. 
. .. . 
•, ,., •• > • 
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1.. Collect as much historical process data as _possible; 
·2. Hypothesize or ~on,struct a distribut·ion, g(x), for 
' . 
-+-
which the historical data constitute a ·representati·ve. 
random sample; 
. 3.. Identify the opt~mal 'proces~ cont:rql. ¢·a.p,apility,. 
f(x,µ); 
-+- 4-
.4.. Se-lect,~k:t,~·O --for use -:i-n. tne ,.optimi·-zation. ·er:tterion ~ 
. _2-13; 
A A 
5. Estimate ~* by ~* where J* m~imize·s 2--13; 
,,. 
6. Determine new "optimal" tole·ranc.es from f(x;µ*); 
.. . -+- 4-
7. Implement the recommended nomi.n·~. opera.ting s.tate, 
; . 
·, " 
~*-, - an_d · specify· the new toJ._erances'/;. 
8. Begin collecting· data again. 
While the theory ·ab.ct procedure for ·this_ model free approach to 
- empirical p·roces·s opt:imi-zation are now .complet~ , and a.ppear rather 
straightforward, . sey~ral questions a:re raised. :F.irst, how :will ·tp~, . 
. 
not so. easy task of constructing the population- _g(~) b,e: · done? This .. 
is vital to the proc·edure developed and is ·tp.e s~bj:e:ct .o_f· Chapter· 5 
in this thesis. 
Also, given tha.t tli"is :populat.·ion :~~-,: --~n fact·, recoverable, what 
a 
kind of results can be expected from such an analysis? This is a 
. 
situation in which the analyst takes and analyzes historical ·.data 
as if it were the result o.f some carefully designed.:,cexperimel'.lt ·to 
utilize a powerful variance reducing technique. Quite the contr-~ry.· 
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. . . 
· e$timation of 1-4 ~ecause of its t'lexibi·lity in ·allowing the analyst 
to perform a maximization. from. but a. single sample, .. this flexibility · 
really only allows the ~alyst to manipulate data with which he is 
"stuck" ap.d not free· ·to aUgment. Given the freedom to experiment,. 
,. 
the analyst .could select .a g(x) to reduce the variance of bis esti-
• -+- .. 
· mate, but the effects of the cons.tructed g(~) may have qui ~e the · 
. <?PP.OS i te effect • 
Lastly, is the criterion 2-13 adequa.t·e ~ :or.· i·S. the·re .:s.ome: .:pc>t·en-· 
tially better. estimator. of ~*? 
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The 0intent of this st'YPY is to gain ins_igb.t intO what kind of · · · .· .. • .·· .•. · 
. . results can be obtained by the· analyst when th~ ct)ncep~s of im:portanc~ 
• sampli~g as previously present_ed are appl--ie_d to the question .of iden~ 
,.l·,-
. tifyi~g the most favor_able operati~g state. in -a manufacturi~g process·.· 




. ized, the study will .focus ,on- :a :J?rbcess whos_e ·response Y can be char-• i • 
-
acterized by a single proce.ss ~a.ra.m~ter x·. ·rt is hoped that proper: 
·1,i 
.. 
interpretation of the re·sUlt·s. will: .permit rea,dy general.izat.ion to-
the case .of n :proces·s para.meters, . 
. To ~~ti:sfy what will be seen to b~ a need ·. :f'or :a· l~rge number of 
-process ,sa;rllples, simulated data and responses wil~ be· used. Simulat·ed 
data ha.s· t·he property ·t-bat the mecnanisms underlyi~.g its_ .gen.eration: ·,'-· 
are known t_hu$ providing valuable inforni-ation in the analysis ot 
. the results. Also ·simulated data· allows the a.tJ.alyst to control or 
eliminate.- tmwanted effects and concentrate on what are ·tho:ught ·"to be 
the dominant e:t'fect.s--a situation wlµ.ch:. is invaluabl_e·. in dev~1-~pi:ng 
and evaluati~g a new analysis technique: .. 
.-;· 3.1 Preliminary Investigation 0 
. 0 
The importance sampling esti1J1at~- ··of t:he expected value· of the ' . 
' response Y with respect to the process operating mean, µ, was given 
. 
-+ . . 
by 2-9 -and is .written here for ·the case 0£·. a si~gle process para-
meter: 
I 
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\. ,· 
an estimate of its uncertainty, as a result qf: 2719 i,: i;:s . . . ' · .. : ,. ~' ,.. . 
. V ~ ( I ( ) ) ·- 1 V t.t h ( X) f ( x; µ) . _ 2·(·- ')· 
. ar µ - N ar g(x). - S_I _µ_· 
... -3-2 
whe·re the :degree to which g(x.) mimics the product Y· _f(x; µ)_ wi.ll ·de~ 
. . 2 . 
termine the .ma:gnitude of s1( µ). 
Preliminary investigation o.f· ·3-1 and, 3-2 e~il:rite·d.: quite large 
estimates of the uncertainty, an:a. also frequent e$_tiJI1at_es of the ~ . . 
. 
. 
. expected process response larger than any of th.e. obs:e.rved values in 
. 
the data. .A res:ult .such as this could be. ·unsett:lin.g. Consider the 
example mentione·d earl.:~e::r of integrated circuit man;ufacture for wh.ich · 
the response ·y :was: ·the. p.er·c·ent chip yield.: per processed- w·arer. - .The 
use of criterion 2-,13, tor 'Small values of· k could result in an esti~ 
A 
~ 
mate, JJ*, of th.e optimal process state for which ·r(ii*) were 115% 
which is, of course, ridiculous .(Figure 3.1). One can argue that it 
A 
A 
· is not with I ( ll*) that the analyst is concerned, but only with· µ *, 
~1 -
the best estimate of where the Optimal operating st~te is, ·and that 
equation 3-1 is only a vehicle for obtaining th~t estimate.. How-
. 
eve:r;- the analyst will 1:>e hard p·ressed to answer the· production s1.1per-




operating.·means?"; -particularly if I(µ*) were· 115%. · Rather.:than reply 
27 
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-· 
. ' 
11115%" analyst might reply, appealing .to equation 2-13, "I am about 
I ' 
90% certain that it wilI be at least y%." But because of possibly 
"I' 
. . ' ' 
large values of' si< µ), y% Jlligltt be lower than the smallest yield ever · . 
. ·Observed in the p,r,oc:e~:s.. IIFor this," the production· supervisor ,, 
. wou1.d· s-ey, "you need a sophisticated analysis·?" · 
To--t!ircumvent these possibilities, a new statistic, W(µ), which 
' simple weighted average o:f'_ t_he ob·served ~esponses :_ 
N 
y { i) f( X ( i >; J:!) f(X(i);y) W( µ) - L 
- E(Y;µ) 3-=3 g(x(i)) g(x(i)) -i=l i=l .. ' 
" 
where the functions f· :and g are as be·fo·re. A similar statistic which 
·,· ' 
was first s.uggested by •H8Jldscomb,Tl3l late:r studied by Powell and Swan~l7] 
. .-. .. .. .- - . . . . . . f 11] . - ·_ 
-. . and then _gen·eraliz.ed by Halton - appears in- a Monte. Carlo varia-nce re-
·du~i-Ilg te.chni:que: k·nown as "weighted unif'orni- s·amp:ling." The statistic 
W(µJ as .. defined ·in 3~3 _is actually ·.derivable . .-f:rgm. ·th.ese .we~~Sht·ed un-iform 
sampling ·conc~_~t:$ •. Consider the integral of' equat_i.on 1-4. It· c$r1 be 
rewritten a:s. 





The weighted uniform s·ampling estimate of Powell and Swan then beco~es 
. N·· -
·. ~ h(x(i ))f(x(i) · ,a)·-; . . . 1=1 - , .... 
. r . • 
.·.· ·,-.·, .. ·E (Y·µ) = ---------
. . . _·. . p . , . . N ( 
: ; :: : . . . . . E f ( X i ) ; µ) 
. ·. ·.,. 1··=1 • I ' ~-;- ' 
' '. , 
I ;., • · 2-9 
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Wµere it is assumed the x(i) are 'uniformly di.stributed. Halton gen-
e·ralizes the technique so th~t the x(i) mey be sampled from any dis- . 
. 
- ' 
tribution g{x). The weighted estimate then becomes 
II · 
,... · .......... ; .... :E · ncx(i )f(x(i} ;µ) 
i=l· 
g(x(i)) 
.. E(Y; µ.) = 
. N (i) 
. E . :rcx ;l!) 
i=l . ( (i)) 




which is simp]y W(µ)J Halton concludes that such··a st·ati:stic i·S ·a 
biased estim.ate: of E(Y,;µ) converging to E(Y;li) l'.in. quadratic .mean, 'in 
probability, ood With probability 1 .• "[ll J 
What this last statement means _i:S ·that while ·:EJ(·I(µ) ).. = E{Y:;µ·}, 'it 
·is not the case ~t least f'or ·atlY finite: a.ample~ th.a~ E,(w(.µ)} ··= E{Y;µ)., 
:In fact; ·det:ermin:a.t·i.on of .it·s ~:xp·e.cted val.ue fo_:r any finite s.ampJ_e .is:., 
presently, 1·ntractabl,~. A:lsq vrh:i.le Var(I(µJ) was readily estimable, 
Var(w(µ)-) is .ppt-"t:,·e.ca_p.s~ o·.r·· the nature _of a weighted _ave~age. The re:. 
sults of ne·ither· _Powell. and Swan nor Halton· indicate .how ·the variance 
of W(µ) compares to I(ll), but it is. hoped this study wil.l ·reveal what 
can be expected. What, on the surface, appear to be the a.dvantage~. of 




i. • 1 
so that W(µ) i.s bounde,d by the minimum and maximum obflerved responses •. 
Thus the analyst will not be ,:_presented with ridiculous estimates of 
' ' ,' ·;.: ·. 
.. .. . . 
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' ' ' E(Y; µ*) from an optimizing criterion based Qii w.(µ')~ ,.Ais~o in preliminary· 
investigations the statistic W(l.l,) appeared to yie·ld better ,and more con-
. 
' 
sistent es·timates ··orµ* than criteria b-ased on 2-13 which employ l(µ). 
Thus as an alt·ernative to thos·e- already pr.esented, a. challenger opti-
, A 
mi zing criterion is offered here. 
,. chosen so that 
The new estimate , µ * of µ * will be · 
A ,,· 
W( ·µ ·* ) ·= max. Wf P- ) 
µ 
Q 
Consequen:tl.y-, the study takes the direction of .a; compa.ra.~t-Y~ _-investi-
gation of' the b¢havior o.f the statistics W(µ}; I(µ), and si(µ) and 
their abiltty to p:redi<ct the optimal process state .. Th·e data wi11 ·b·e. _ 
simulE1ted under what are hoped t.o representative pro.c;es.~ conditions. 
3/2 Factors To ,Be Considered 
In ·order to emulate representative pr,ooess conditi<c;n·s· .it is 
first necessary to iden_t·i:-fy what fact-ors may ·affect the beh·avi.or· ·of 
the statistics W(µ), I(liJ, and si(µ) and their predictive capa-
bilities. From e·quations 3~:l, 3-2, and 3-3 it is seen that ·thi·s · 
' behavior j.-s solely .dependent upon: 
I,,•: i• 
.. ,.:_, .. 
.. ,, . 
... 
,, '. I 
•. 
·l. g{x), the probability ·den:sity function of the dis-
. . 
tribution of values for the process parameter~ x, 
as observe·d in the historical data; -
,2. f(x; ll), the proba.bili ty density function for the 
\ I ' 
•• 
' 
. distribution of values for the proce:ss para;meters, 
s., when operating under optimal: cont:rol at mean 11; -
' ' ' I' ,' 
'· !i " 
. 
,· 
' ~ • ' ,' ',I'~ • 1, ' 
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3. Y or h(x_), the response variable and its func~ional 
. . 
, form. 
-3.2.1 The Data and g(x) 
' 
' . 
a:ny 11:umber of peculiar traits. One of these might be the lack of 
" 
statistical ''niceness." The values rec_orded for any process para-
meter will rarely be repr~a,entati ve ·of·· one single mechanism at wo,rk 
in the process_. A typical set of' data will be the -.result of en-
• 
gineers and ·production supe-r·ns.ors continual ti:aker·ing to realize 
marginal productiot;t incre·ase·s o~. to correct an apparent deficiency. 
Conse~µently-, tl1e data i·s :likely. to cover a wide range, but· yet be 
~ ., . 
. -pl'.USte.red irl two-,: thre·e, .or more regions within th;at · range-.. Thu.s: 
. . . ' 
frequency plots, or histograms; may .indic·~t-e- :m~tiple lnOdes, severe 
skewL1ess, or 13.ny niunber of other shapes differi-n:g from .a.' simple 
r 
..... 
normal, lognormal, or "nice" unimodal. syrmilettic 4:tst~i):>ut~on:.· Such 
behavior is-- depi.cted in Figure 3!.2 showing, a.Gt·ual ·integrate.d, circuit 
data •. In order that t}J.is· :study be made_ ·under·· conditions suc'h. as the -
these, the data to be analyzed will be simulated not from "nice" 
populations, but rather f'rom either o_t a. bimodal or skewed distribu- _ 
tion. The actual populations selec:ted for the study are. 
•· 
I. ,·J, 
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Mean------- 0 .1195: 
Variance--- 0. 0030· 
'Figure 
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during collection of the data with. each. contrib:uti:ng 50.%. of · the 
• I 
observations, and 
- .• ' 
.. ,.-
·t t•·· t '\ 
. . g2 (x) = .12f(1. 5,. 36} + .15<1> (2. 0,. .25 l 
+ .19+(2.5,.16) + .24~(3~0~~09} 3-:10 .. 
which is skewed reflecting five mechanisms with increasing likelihood 
and decreasing variance. 
bility density function fo:r a· ·normally .distributed ranaoin variable 
. 2 
with· mean-µ and .variance- :a·· • 
. 
. . AnotheI~ q~es.tion regarding: the .data.. is how nru.ch data. ·the analyst 
will have to work with. For some proc:ess_es·, gatheriri_g dat~ may be 
no chore and the ·analyst may, for all pr,~ctical purposes, have as 
much data as.:: he wan:t~. For o~:tier ::Proces·ses , su¢·h .. as· i..ntegrated · 
.. 
circuit manu:f):1.cture, the pro_d1,1c:tion ·cyc·1e may be.: -8.$ :1on·g as a few· 
months and the changes of -obtainirrg many more than .one hun.dred 
observations may· be practically· :zero. Since the variance o:r the 
estimate of the expe-cted response can be made as small as is necessary· 
by simply increasing s.~le size (see equatiQn.:~12), interest li:es . ... 
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· ;not in· the analysis of processes . :fro:m whi-ch very large samples can 
easily -be gathered, but rather in processes tor which a ·collection 
. i 
of 100 obs·ervations can be considerecl··,a luxury. 




: ..... ·. . . _, -
. Consequently the study .. · focus·es · on the behavior of: the ·st·a.t~st:t'cs ·. ·· . 
. . .. 2 ~ . ..., W(ll), I(ll), an~ ·S1 (µ) _for simulated ·process samples of 1·00 observ~-
tic,ns :taken eJ:l,lle,r ,ttC>ll\:, g1 (;x:) or, ~{x). , As $.n. indiCation of how 
"represeritativefl of ~{x) or ~(x) the sam:p'le is, the observations 
will be subjected to a two tailed KoJ.mogc)rOv--Smirnov te-st to the 
• 8o level of significance. Those sample.s :failin·g .the··test will 
not be cons:idered for analysis. 
3.2.2 Tne· Optimal Control Cap.abilit:y.: f(x;µ) 
.A reasonable assumption for any variable wh·::i.ch ·can :be controlled: 
is that it will exhibit normal ·b·ehav:i.or wh~.n under ct)ritrol. 'I'llus 
f(x;µ) is assume;d to be the ·prc;,ba.bili-ty de·nsity. ~crtion of a normally· 
distributed random variable. One of. the pre-Eµialysis jobs the analyst 
-
. 
has is- determination of the variance or· ·the control distribution. ' - . . . 
. -
For this study, , t.bat determination- will be. made with respect to th.e. 
" . 
widths of the functi·o.ns g1 (x) and ~(x). Clearly the variance on the·. · 
controlled x will be less than the variability of the ·g(x)' s or the . 
process would have been operating under better than optimal control. 
while the data was gathered. I·t seems reasonable to assume that if ': ~-._ ' 
.....,....;. 
d ,- • 
the data were g~t?ere·d over ~·:.-:lengt:h_ of'-ti~~r;,:·-~qe width. -or··variance ,:•· .... :\:···,-':;. 
- •' .. 
' ' 
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o·t the controlled p·robability· de~sity function could be set· at no -
more· than ·half the width of ·t.he observed distr~bution _o.f _.the ·data. 
For this reason, and with respect to the_ g{x) 's of_ equations 3-9 
and 3-10;.·f(x,µ) w1:11~be·. the·.:·proo.ao:i:lity· dens-i.ty,··fu.ncti:en ·of a normally_· 




2 The study will concentrate on the case where a,;r ~ .25 .. However. -ef-
.. ·. 2 .. f'ects on the st·atistics W(µ), I(µ), and SI(µ) obtai-ned by decreasi_ng 
a; toward ~ero will also be invest_iga.ted. 
3..2.3 ·-·The ·Process ·response, Y 
The process ree;pons_e, Y, where 
... -y = ·h{x) 3-12 
.. 
can be exp·eqtecl to take on -any nu;mbe-:r ·of shapes in practice .and the 
behavior of the statistics W(µ), ~( µ), and si(µ) will depend no# Onli 
• ..t.~ I ,.. 
on_ g(x) and f'(x-;µ.), but· also on the form-of h(x). At t-he risk of 
oversimplification, the study will concern itself only with responses 
' 
which are linear, or at worst quadratic; in form. In spite of all 
. the potential forms, limi t~g the study to. these forms is:. not without . 
• 
justification· if .the response is at all well behavea. Consider a 
process which has be1n ~perati!)_g· -in the vicinity of its optimal .state. 
One would expect tbe observations to reflect a si~gle peak such. as 
,,.". - .the quadratic fo~,-provides. :On the otJ-ier hand if t.:he processes. 
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·l-. 
were operati:ng in a r.egi.on away ;fro:m t_lie optimal st-ate when the dat·a 
was collected, then the .r.~sponse quite possibly will not exhibit any 
pea.ks and a linear re·sponse ffi:ight- not be a· ba.d:,,a.pprc,;x:.imation. Re- · 
!erring again to the i·ntegrated circuit exainple, th-e response. simu~ ' . . ' . 
. ; . 
' ' 
. . ' 
' 
lated in the study will be percent chi:p yieid.:_.-per :processed wafer 




error and random fluctuations and that a better representation of 
the process reaponse would be 
•'·•. ~ 
Y = .h(x) + 
where E is ·a normally :distributed random. varia"ble ·with mean. zero 
. . 
. ··2 
and· variance :o .-•. To :b~tter approximate the·se real _eonditior1s ,· -
. £ 
.. the yields to be flimul.ated ·in :t,he study will inculde, an,. e·r-ror term. 
The actual funct~ions· which ·wi·11 be simulated ar.¢ ;: · 
quadratic: Y = /80 ~ ·-i08{x -- 2.5l2 + E(a2 ) 
' £ 3-14 
... 
( 2) .. linear, .decreasi?g: Y = .. 75 - .lx + e <J . - 3--15 •'. 
. . •. 
£· 
. 2 .. linear, iQcreasi~g:· Y = .25 -+ .lx + ·e: (a :) · · 
. . /" £; 
.. -
... ·.• - . ~ .. 
-· .. '..--· -· 3-16 
The c9nside:rea distribtiti~s· of data, i.e.'· 8.l_(Jtt .............. . 
'" t 




... \ · The study ~ill therefore. ·cons_ider the behavior ot W(µ-), I(µ),· 
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2 . . . . . $±( µ) and t'l-re···_pr~,d.i,~tors ot ·.µ·* with _:respect to· eq11ations 3-14 - 6 3-1 ·. 
and variances on the . error component ranging · ;f.'rom. zero upwards ~ 
. 
. . ' . . 
,: ' ',I ' 
· The invest,igaiion o;f -t;he beh'avio:r b:f. Wtll}, l(µ), and s±(µ) Sll<i 
·their predictive behavior w:ill be done in.three phases. The condi-
tions under whi·ch the data will be simulated are- those discussed 
. . 
.1 .... g-{x) ,. the d.i~_t:,ribution of the .. process parameter, 
will be either 'l>,imodai.: or ske-w·ed (equation 3-9 
and 3-10}; 
.. 2!1 f(x;-µ), the optimal·cont.rol:: capab.il:l.ty w:tll b:e, .. 
nor.mal with variance· cr~. This variance will be 
r~ged downward from 0.25; ·and 
3. Y, the process response wit:l. ·h·e eit·.he::rt quadr.a.ti-c: 
I 
contain ~ :random c.omponent, E, who$e varianc~-:, 
2 
a , will b.e. consi·dered from. zero upward. £ 
The first phase· of the e.x:periment investigates the · behavior 
. , 
o;f W(µ), I(µ), si(µ), and the candidate optimization criteria·~ .. 
functions ·of the· combinati.ons- ot responses and distr;i.butions· of th~ 
'. 
data.. For this phase o.f' the eX);leriment ci} is held .fixed a.t 0.25 
and the· random component o:f.' the. !esponse is held identically to 
zero for all sample respopses. · Tbei two functional forms selected. 
· tor g(x) {equations ~9 and· 3--lCl}. and the three response relations ·-.,.; 
• 
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Bimodal: g1 (x) 
O linear~ de:¢re_:as.i.ng 








a - 25 f - • 
E = 0 for all observations 
~gure 3. 3 
Skewed: g2(x) 
.· .. 
Each cell will -c.onsist· of e.ight ·sample replications· consi·sti.n.g of 
100 observations each. Pictorial representat·i.on. o:f the function. 
forms used in each. cell are ·_p:r-~.s-~nted· in ~:gu:re·i;·~:;4.·: · ·of primary 
.. . 
. 
interest in each replicatio:q are ·the estimates optimal 
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operating state, µ*. Five such estimates will b-e made for each. 
replication: ·one· based on W(µ) (criterion 3-8) and the last 
four based on criteri.on 2-13 .for values of k equal_ to ·a, 1.0, 1.5, 
and 2.0. Another output for each :replication will.be a graph showi.ng_ 
the behavior of r1(µ), I~µ), and SI(µ) as functions ofµ. In ad-
dition to the graphs and estimates of'- ,µ* for' each replication in 
t ,.. ~ . " . t: " h • 1··1· ·b · ~ · · f h 11 .· .·,· . .._, .~1.e-~u.e,s.1.,,gn~ . .,"'.a .,;comp,osi, e .,.,.grap - :wi . . . .e. ,maue", .one . or eac . ce ~ 
in the de.sign._ This "composi.te" .graph will shovt W(µ), !(µ), R(I:(µ)), 
:~O. R(W(.µ}) ·whe.re W(µ.) and "f(µJ ~e the average values. o:t· W(µ) and 
:t.f11)- resp:ec~ively f'or the- eight :replications in the ·cell and -R is 
th.e observe--d rEm_ge of the sta.tis·tic fqr the. eight repli·cations·. 
Alth.ough .the variance. on W(µJ ·--~-~. ·:not, :ciirectly e·st:i.Jnable.·, its. ob-
s:e·rved ·range in thi$ composite graph shou.1.d ir1d;i:c1:tte' a value relative· 
· ··to: ~-the · vari-·an·ce on I ( µ ) • 
Because pf. th·e relative- s.impJ .. ic·it,y ·of tlle -f'un-cti.ons employed,: 
.. 
the actual .e.xpe.c.ted -:t>rocess re~p·on:se for any· 1,1 is· .ca1·c.ula.b.1e and 
will be shown -on ~ach graph •. For· the li:riear· re.s.,ons:e~ :Of the form 
. 
· E{I{µ});:: ~µ) = f h(x)f(x;µ}d:x, •.:3-17.1 
' . 
l' 
= f (a:x + b)f(x;µ )dx 3-l"f .2 . 
, 
= · a f xf(x;µ )dx + b f f(x;~ )dx 3-17. 3 
.•. 
=. aµ . + b = ·b'(µ )· 
'· ,-
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$0 that for the ··1inear deereasin._g ari'd linear iri.creasing respott~s:es ' .. . . 
of equations 3-15 - 3-16: 
... 
. ' 
Linear _iµc_re-as·ing._: E(I(µ·)) := tl~;5 +: 4Jlµ: 
' 2 .. 
For a quadratic form ax + bx + c, 
E(I( µJ) ::: E(Y:;.µ) = f h(x)f(x; µ)dx 
f{x;µ.)dx 
.. 
. . (' 2 ;) . ,'( ,·.. ) 
:;: :aE:·:·:x.· ;:·µ.-_. ·+ bE. .. ~;µ.·_• :.+ e. 
2 ff -
= s.TE:_··cx·;·µ) +·:v:ar(.x;11)'l + bµ + ·c 
..• -
2 2 
= a[µ + a:f] + bµ ·+ .. 9. .. 
-.-: 
. . 2 
= h ( µ) + acr f' 
. . 
::so:. tha.t. equation -~·14 yields· for ·e·XP·ected responses: 
Quadratic: E(I(µ)), = .80 '." .06(µ-2.5) 2 - ~08(.25), 
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Thus it wi.11 ·be possible not only to compare the stability of the 
statistics I(µ) and W(µ) relative to each ·other but to compare 
them to the actual expected resp:onse. The results of this phase 
are hoped to shed l.ight on the predictive. capab;iliti·ee. of the 
.. 
· candidate optimizi!1g ·c1 .. iterie:. 
The second phase of· the expe·r:iment invest.igates tll~ :eff'ect (?:f' 
an increa.s'i~g var±·a.r1C'·e ·cft the e·:rror component of t·he-. response on 
t·he behavior o.r· th~ statistics· :1.(.µ} and W(ll) and th,e opti·mizi~g 
criteria. :tt'll.i.s. effe,.ct wi_il. ·,l)e '$Q}lght by taki~g Ori~ rep).ic~tion 
from each of ·the ·st:X· ce··lls :in -the ·tirst phas~ of t:h·e experiment 
-· 
;. 
and addi~g railgJ)lrl ·.compo:nents to the opseryed responses f.or three 
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The replications sele·cte.d :t'tom phase 1 ot the experiment. and used. iri 
.. ,. 
I • 
this second phase will be those .replicat··i_on·s which .simultaneo~sl.y give 
the best -visual :fits of I(ll) -and W(µ) to their.theoretical behavior· •. 
Each of the. 18 ·cells -will cont·ain three replic·ations. Again .the re- .· -
suJ.ts of each replication wi.ll_ inc.lucle ·not only>~he same five esti-
mat.es o:f .µ* but graphs showip.g the ef.fects of the error components. 
: · '"'.rhe-"se~ ·gr"a.pt.ts can ,.-be ··c'limp·are'd:· °h"hen t.o 'tl1e error-free·_ -gr·a.pbs of t-he -
statistics from phase 1. 
·-
The thi1ad and :final. phase o.f the; experiment wili -~eter~n·e: t.]:1e: . 
e,;t';fect on the optimizing criteria and I ( µ) , W(µ), and s~(Ji) as a, result 
2· ot. decr:e·asi~g the,variance, or, qf the cont·rol dis-tribution. f{.x;µ)- •• 
Here the· :r;-e~ults, in theory, are. pre:dictable. -·For ~xmnple consider 
. . . ( i') . . . . . . .. W( ll) as form1tl.ate:d in equation 3.;..3. Let: µ= ~- - :for s.o:me. 1' ;' 
1 Si.' _:f.N; so that the mean o_f t'h:e ·contro·1 dist:.ributi:on .is- e·quai ·t·o: 
. one of the sample ·ya.J_ues of the. proc_e s~ paramet.er. T·hen as r;.2: goes 
. f '. : 
to ~::_the rat.ios f(x(i);µ}/g(x(i)) will be af'f'ected in the fol.-
. ' 
.. 
for i:;Ei ' ; f(x ( i) ; µ) may increase temporarily but 
in the limit will go to zero ; and since_ g (x(i ) ) re.,. 
. h . - d' 2 - - t' . th :t • th -ma.J.ns unc an_--ge -- - as c1 - ·goes. · o zeros e .ra 10 -_ us :r . ',. ' 
• 
• goes to ·zero. 
for i = i': f(x(i) ;µ) increases without bound as 
. { tends to ze:ro and since, _again,. g(x ( i)) te:mains 
unaffected, the ratio ·increases without boimd.· 
.-
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. ' r_ . 
. As a res u1 t , W( µ) wi11 appl'oac:h Y ( i I J 8.$ a limit When a: tends to 
· zero since -all the weight ·effe.cti vely -:is :~on-centrated on the one 
. obse~ation (; (i') ;Y(i' ) ). . Now let lJ be somewhere betweeri two ob ... · . 
served values of the process parameter, say x(i') and x(i 1 ~). · Then 
as a; goei tO zero, all ratios go to zero.. .Bl,lt the ratio .()f. thS:t 
. . . 
x(i} (ei~er x(i.' J or x(i")) which is closest to µ will tend to zerc;, 
much slower than any of the others. Th·us, it- w:ii1 effectively receive 
all the weigh·t -and W(µ) will. t.en·d toward th_e re~ponse observed· at that 
jumps from obse·rve:d response 
occurring midway between the 
to, -:qpser-ved re~pons,e with the 
( .. ) . J. _· O.o.se.rve.d x ·- . 
shifts 
The behavior of I(µ) i.s also depend~_nt on- .how the ratios., 
f(x(i}; )/g(:/iJ) change in the fol'IP.ula.tfon Of r(µ) (equation 3,-;,J) 
as a; gOE!!:! t.o zero. Agal.;~ let fl= x(i' ) ; some. observed va.J.,:ue of' the 
. . 2 . 
. pr.oce$·.s pa~a.meter x, and left <J f go to =ze1'"6. Aga,.in, in t-h·e limit-
.p_( .-. x ( i ' ) L;=µ· .=.:.)\~/~g-:{- x ( i ' ) ) s·-o··· ·t·h-·.·_a· t-·  ·t-h· e· 
.1. .,dominates ail. the .other: ratios 
. - . - . . '. ' .. -. .. . . .. .. 
numerator of 3-1 very nearly be.comes yfi' )f(,c{~') ;~)/g(x:(i' )) , and. 
I ( µ ) = Y ( i ' ) f ( x ( i ' \µ)/Ng( x( i • )) which in.creases 'Without bounds as 
2 . 
at nears zero. Now -le.t. µ: b'e somewhere between. two sample values of 
x. Then as a! goe.s to zero, f() i' \ lJ)/ g( x(i' ) ) approaches zero for 
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2 .. · ... ·· ... • .. · .. . The e,tpecte<i l;,ehavior of' I (it) · for small cr :F' .,then,; i~ a Se1uC.ce.~1r:i.O~Coit 
. spikes · or rs.bbi·ts occurring over the observed ·::values. of the process 
2 .... parameter. This behavior as we·11. as that· of W(µ ). ·t.or -~mall o . is f . 
depicted in Figure 3.6 .. ,, 
As :for the effect on the ._pre:dic·tive ability of the candid.ate 
criteria of a small o;, the estimate provided by W(ll) will tend toward· 
·the maximum observed re~pon_s.e ··:and that of .i ( 11) toward the maximum 
ratio of Y(i) /g(:ie(i)). Clear:[y i:f' tl;le obsei-ved behavior of I(ll} 
and W( µ) in ~ actual application appr·ox.imates that ot-'Fi·gure 3.:6.,. then 
these estimates are usele~s. 
These 'expected· 'b·ehaviors will be s·ubstan:tiated :bY :ta.ki~g. one rep---
li.ca:tion ;from: phase 2 of' the ~leperinent 8.Ild allowing a ! to red,u:c~ toward 
zero. 
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4.o Analysis of' Results '· . 
. I , 
The subject of this cha:pte.t is the '-ezj)eri~-rit::--,.def3oribeci in 
.. ter 3. Its resuJ.ts will be pre·sente~ and analyzed according to the . 
phases as described there. 
· 4.1 Analysis of Phase l 
. . Although the fir.st· phase o~ ·th.e ~xperiment ~s factori_al by de·s:ign ~ 
it should be clear that the· notion of' conventional analysis of variance 
/ 
techn~ques does not app~y to t.he re:duct.ion· of the results. · Aside .. from 
. 
-
a summary of the predict,ion·s -of the optimal process. state by the candi-
·date: optimizing: c_rite.ri·a., the _primary- goal of the experiment is a 
quaJ.ita.tive .understanding of how the statistics l(~), w(µ), a.n(i f3ifµ) 
behave ·under var·ie.d proc~~s c_o;nditions. Therefore, ·pre_s·enta:t:iqn of . 
the result.s·will ·be;. for the.most-part, qualitative.- To'begin·with, 
·r,: 
however-, a quantitative: simm:a~y of the estimates, ll*, of the optimal 
process state fo~ the- eight, replications of:· each cell is .presented 
/ 
in Table 4·-1. The re·gion of interest for the mean, µ, .of the optimal 
control distribution!t f(x;µ), was the interval- (0,5) for -all replica-, 
tion·s of all cells. More need be,, an.d will be , said about selection-
of this r.egion later. The: table· s:hows the minimum, maximum,--and -
• 
average estimates of µ * for ea,ch· c~.rrdidate criterion as well as th.e 
actual or theoretic-al optimum st-ate for the· region of interest. Al~() 
• . t .... 
. . 
shown is the compo·site estimate ofµ* which differs from the average 
by being that value ofµ which maximizes W(µ) and!{µ)-~); k=O; 
' 
'• . 
-1. O, 1 •. 5, 2. O,· as taken from the compos_ite graph made for each cell. 

















, 2.5 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.5 • 2.4 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.0 nun 2.6 3.1 3.0 3.0 3.0 max 2.5 4.1 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.51 2.46 2.46 2.45 2.46 ave 2.46 3.12 2. 85 2.65 .2.72 __ , 2.50 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.65 comp 2.45 3. 70 2.80 ·2.80 2. 80 
µ.* = 2.50 - = 1.60 µ.* = 2.50 µ = 2.85 µs 
s 
LINEAR, DECREASING 
o.o o.4 o.6 0.9 1.3 • o.o o.8 1.3 1.5 1.7 mn o.o 1.9 l. 8 · 1.8 1.8 max o.o . 2. 7 1.8 2.8 2. 9 · o.oo 1.38 J..49 1. 55 1.64 ave o.oo 1. 30 1. 82 2.24 2.45 o.oo 1. 30 1.60 1.60 1.65 comp o.oo 1.00 1.65 2.0·0 2. 40 
µ* = o.o - = 2.80 µ.* = o.o µ = 3. 05 µs s 
LINEAR, INCREASING 
5.0 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 • 5.0 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9 min 5.0 4.7 4.3 3.e 3.6 . max 5.0 3.9 3.7 .3.3 3.2 5.00 3.90 3.28· 3.16 . 3.05 ave 5.00 3.32 3.16 3.07 3.01 . 5.00 · 4.00 3.30 3.15 3. 05 comp 5.00 3.50 3.20 3.10 3.00 
µ* = 5.0 - = 1~60 µ* = 5.0 - = 2.80 µ.s 
'-'s 
NOTE: Region of interest for p.: 0 S µ. ~ 5; µ.* is th.e. µ. for which E(Y;µ.) is maximized within the 
region of interest; ;is is the average µ. for which si(µ) was minimized. 
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the minimum value Of si ( µ) · occurred. It . is clear from the table that 
not ·only -i.s W(µ) the most accurate pre~i-c·tor. in all cases cons-idered 
\ ' . 
. . 
' 
· but that W.( 1l) is also the more stable. This· ·trai t is b<;>rne out by 
.,•,, .. , 
. 
the composite graph for the cell re·presentin·g a linear, decreasing 
response and bimodal distribution of ·the process parameter (Figur.e ·4.1.J~-
. 
. . . '. ' 
This graph is typical of the colnposite graphs for other ce~ls in that- · · · · 
_ .it .shows,. on the aver~ge, that· W(µ) and I(µ) are .both good .es-:tima.t.ors 
of the actual. expe:cted response. However, · the observed -rat.l·ges .of the 
stat.istics i·ndicat.e- ·that' w·(µ_) will be. ·'the more consistent, or stable 
estimat-or.. :~ecali, tp:a:~- ·whiJ.e tlle var:.:ta.nce of I(µ) was readily esti-
mab·le·~- the ·variance -:on. W (µ') w·ELs not:. , The fact tpat R (w·(µ ) ) is signi-
_ficant:ly less than R(I(µ)) everywhere in .this- -aµd other composite 
· .graphs permit t'.he conclusion that, while ~till not estimable. from a 
:.single.- .. sample, the vari.ance on_ W(µ) i .. _s, clearly bounded by the variance 
,On I(ll) .•. 
. A trend- whiqh is to: be :expe·ct:e4 a.nd' d¢es:, i.n f~ct , . appear in 
·Ta,bJ;·e. 4_.l is tnat ~s the k· in. the optimizing :criterion, 2-13., increases_, 
·the estimates of' the: .opt;imal state tend toward that value of µ which 
provided, on the average~ -l;he min,imum value of si(~j. This should · 
. 
caution the analyst again.st l~:ge .k since there is no . reason for this 
• 
point of minimum variance to be anywhere near the pptimal process · 
"* stat.e, µ • Recalling the definition of' ·the variance on I(µ), it.s · 
value depends :solely <?D t:he shape of._h(x)•f(x;µ)/g(x). The analyst 
should also be cautioned against.·· small._ k, sin6e .exa.mj natipn of indi-
. ' . ........ .. . 
vidua.l replictations.· of the expe·riment shows occasionally wild behavior 
' ' ' 
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'0 1 2 3 4 ·5· .. 
"' 
·, 
Line Criterion A* µ. Maximum 
1 W(µ) 2.5 .· .78 ,- .. '· 
2 I(µ) 4.o 1.29. 
3 ·I(µ) - l~OSI(µ) 2.1 .73 
4 I(µ) l.5~I(,i) ·2·.2 ~69 ,, ' ' - ·~ ·' -
. -~ 5 I(µ) 2.0SI(µ) a ·~r a66 - ' ·.-~, .~ ' .. . ' 
' , . 
" . :~' ,•,. 
' . ' 
·Figure 4·.2 - Tendencies o:f\\criteria based on I(µ) 
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the parabolic respons.¢, ·skewed, data, -cell .of the ·design.exhibits 
. r . I> . 
both of these effects. Notice the wild behavior of I(µ) which, using 
·, 
•,--1· .. ~ ~ ••• -· '~ .~ 
optimizing criterion.2-13 ·with k'=O, results in an estimate of.µ* of .. 
. 4.o. As k· increases to ·1.0 and then to 2.0 th_e estimates of µ* converge 
rapidly toward the µ at which si(µ), or e<rliival~nt:ty, s1 (µ), ·was 
. 0 
minimized. Notice also that W(µ) remains nnfooled :and estimates µ~ 
. 
. ·.·-. "'.':tO,?be-,~~2-t.-9r-,· )"Wh{heh,-,-:i.S,·:-#"ibe- ~,,·aet:u.al .~ .. op;ti.mum.,,_.p~OCeS,.S ... gj~ate ,USin.g th.is rep.onse ~-._ . 
This wild behavior of I(µ) was , however, the · .e~c.-eption; occurring _in · · .· 
fewer than 10% of tl;le re.plic:at,ions. Iri de.fens·e .. :of the statistic I_.(µ); 
the results fron1 another replication in that same' .cell are p.resent.ed · 
in Figure. 4. ~. Although bette·r behaved .··than be·fore., -I(µ) is. ·St~ll. l.~$$: 
stabie · a.na· far less accurate -·than W(µ:); • 
If the ~alyst were forced to :use, .crf:teri·on .2 .... 13· .for e$_t·imating_. 
~bi gui ty and s.f·nce estimates · base.a on this weighted ·a.ve,rage a.ppea:r· 
not only more accurate than those ot criteria based on T(µ ) and si (µ J 
but als·o significantly· more s-t;al;>le, it offers the most pr.o~se as 
an optimizing· criterion for 'USe. on "real'' data. 
With the· intent now of establishing some -re.asonable· ·rule ·for 
selection of a ''suitable region of interest" the behavior -of I(lll, 
., 
I • 
.~ . .,. 
W(µ), and si(µ l Will .Qe ,examined in detail, particularly ~or extreme <.: . . < > 
' . . ' . ' . . . . ;'.~ '.'· : ' , . . . 
I 'e " 
'µ. Figure 4.4 :s,,how~: the results 01 one replic·ation from the cell ·. 
with parabolic' response and bimodal data. graph yields . 
.;, .. 






















































Figure 4. 3 - Comparison o:r· ·optimizing criteri.a 
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Figure 4. 4.-- ·Examination of the behavior of I;(µ), 
. s1 (µ}·,·· and W(µ:) .. 
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information as to the relative desir:abili ty of the optimizi~g criteria. 
It i~ notic:ed that as the ce·nter, µ, of the control distribution, r(~;ll)s. 
is moved toward ei,ther extreme of the arbitrarily selected region of 
.. 
interest, si(ll) increases before tailing off IIlOnotoni·caJJ.y. It begins 
. t~il~ng off at xmin and_ x~ax respectively. Here x ·/ ~ · · is · ·the small. est . 
m:i.n. 
saniple value 0~ the process parameter X and xmax the largest• From ' 
. . . 
' 
its formulation {equation 2·-11 and 2-12) the limiti_ng behavior of 
2(' '). :S_1 .. _ll. is. as shown here: 
~-1 ,_' 
'·.' 2(.' ,, 
.lin;t SI . µ·t· = ·O. 




Clearly once lJ ·.i.s o.uts'.i:·de the bounds of the: data, the terms contribut- . 
ing to si ( µ) can only get smaller. . 2. 'Th'· · · · • · . . • 1 .p S · ( ) ·. · e :increasing va ues oi I ·µ. as 
µ moves from the center of the distribution toward x . or x are lD1n max 
. 
. 
not ur1e.~ecte.d a.rtd wj_Il, under rather· ·general conditi.on·s, hold. This 
. d:istri.butiort at 11=4. 0. :Only ,apout 2:% of the .observations from the 
o.·fmodal g(xl will h~ve values of .. the· process param.ter greater than 4·."o: 
so that by plac.ing f'(x·;µ.) at µ=4·.o· and since :r(x;4.o) ·is· :symmetri:c 
about 4. 0, h·alf of the expected process respon-se {equation 1-4)--i. e •. ~ 
~4. 0, will be estimated by only some 2% of the observations while the 
other half, (x<4.o) will be based on 98% of the observations. For· a 
sample s~ze o;f·. 100, this -means on the average 98 observations will 
contribute to one. half of the integral and only 2 observat~ons to the · 
rest. One can intuitively expect inter-sample.stability for the con-· 
tribution to the estimate made by the 98 observations, but would also 
• ~ r '.• 
.,,.- 1 .•. 1... . 
,' ,j ' 
·.,56.::,: ... 
·, :· ·1,' 
.' ' 
' ' ... 
·' . ·, ;_ ·; . ',,'. 
, ' ·. ' 
I • •' • • ~ I ,1 1' • 
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.· ·, .. ,,.1_··. ' 
expect a l~rge variation from the half estimated from only two obser-
vations. One would· naturally conclude that the vari\ance of t·~e esti--
mates of the expected response at JJ= ~-0 .would be_ greater than at .a. 
point where,'. say· on the average, 60 observations contribute to one 
h1;1,lf. the integrai ~d 40 to the otp.er. Similarly as µ · moves out 
. . 
:, (. ' 
further into the tail of .g(x), since on the aver.age· even· fewer sample·. 
of the estimates should contin11e to increase. The seemingly contra-
. dietary observed behari.or of si(µ) in these extremes is strictly a 
function o:f the data· and in·dicates a .lack of information in the regions 
.•. 
' 
outside the limits of t!le· data. This serves as a warning that attempts 
to extrapolate beyon:d the :limits of the data could lead to meaningless 
and/or hazardous results •. While the e·xact· behavior of the variances 
~ I(µ )-and the statistic si(µ), of course, depend entirely on how 
well g(x) mimics th~ product Y·f(x;µ), this heuri·stic arguinent will;, 
hold for any but· ·t.he worst behaved responses. Linear and quadrati·c: 
responses such :as ar·e· th~ subject of t·hi$ study certainly are not · .· . 
such functions .• The :conclusion · ·to 'be reached here· is that the he.re-
,:,. 
to-fore arbitrary region of interest should at _J,.eas·t·be confined. to 
. 
the limit~ of the data if' results are to- be me~i~gful. 
Is this limitation· on the region of' interest sufficient? No. 
Consider -now the .skewed distrib_ution~ g2(x). Only 1% of tne observa- · · · .· 
tions ~ampled from it will exceed 3. 87. Figure 4.. 5 shows the· results : · 
., . 
· of ·one of the replic~tions in the · c~l+ representing skewed data 
' ', ,•: . 
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_Figure 4.· 5 - Examin.a:tion of the behaviors of I(µ), 
s1(µ), and W{µ) 
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Notice · not only the taili~g of s1. (ll) past x. · hut als-o tlie rapid de-max 
cline of I(µ), again indicatin·g a lack of information beyond the bounds 
o-.r the data. But I(µ) b_egan its decay tor values of P considerably 
less than xmax ~ndicating possibly a seri.ous _lack. of information even 
within the bounds of the dat~. ~is suggests _l.;in,rl.ting the region of 
interest, perhaps,· by some percent_age point ot the distribution of . 
. th.e ,data. Cont.r,asting b.ehavior ,fr,om the .. s.kew.ed data can .. be obs.erved 
by :referring back to Figure q.2. For that replication x . · -= 4.13. 
. · max 
Rather than exhib:iting decay for: P'·s i_esa. th'an xmax' I(µ) "blows up'' 
as lJ nears x • ·Th.is is, the effect: of ·a s-ample outlier (proba_l)i~i ty max 
(x>4.o) <.00.001)'. Thus this indicates ·t_hat estimate-s of th·e. process 
response for · µ·•.s near xmax shol.il,d ·be q.:is:CQ1l.11ted and· substantiates 
/. 
the 11eed to further limit the r;egi·on o:r interest. 
-One ... mf:gh-t- :suggest, ~:limi,natin.g the outlier from -~a.ly-sis., a.rid this . . '·· 
. 
. 
not alweys such a :Si1ILple. ·matter and a sindl:ar_beha.vi-or co:uld. :re.s,ult. 
from a small clusteril).g o·f-· :non-outliers. Agreed then th.at th:e region .. 
of interest should b_e· restricted further than the· bounds ·of the data, 
what criterion ehould be used to determin·e_ the l~mits? An arbitrary 
· designation of letting µ vary through the middle 60, 70:, or 80% of . . . 
. 
the observations might be sufficient and safe, but tl1e author. feels 
that because of the interaction of the. tw_o distributions :r(x; ll) and 
g(x) in calculation of the vartous stati~tic:s·, ·a designation based · :~~:·: .. ·: 
I ' '.: ', .. -I L . 
·,. • , :·· ... , ~ - I . ' " 
· on g(x)· alone-.;..which· th,e above pres11mes--is inadequate. · Therefore 
as a criterion for selecti~g a suitable_ r_egion of interest, the 
,/' 
.. ,,,,:,,_. · · . following proced11;re i·s proposed: .. · 
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,..,, .. _.,._,_ 
• 
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~. • j 
· .. ._ ,/· 
.·,•, -.. ,,...-:.: .. , .. ;.,.;. 
, ,u ...... l :•, .. 1, .• 
' . . 
~ - ' 
. . ' ... 
For the lower /upper .limit on µ, use that point µ' at 
·.,r: -· - ... (-:" . . '/_ 
·~ •-1 
' . . 
which A1% of the control distribution, f(x;µ' ) lies with- . 
in ~% of the left hand/right hand t_a.il of g(x), the dis• 
. . ' 
·_ tribution of the obs-e'rved ·values o:r th·e. proce.ss para.meter. 
The value of such de:signa.t-:ions .. mi.gh.t be determined once reasonable 
values of ~. an_d ~ are e.stablished, For Cl1,1es as to what might be 
' 
. 
'.~go,o.d" e.st.t_~4.e.s _o.f Al.- aa·d. t2 tll.e _:i,'ti_~vi.dual e.nd compo~i te behaviors of 
' ' 2 ' ' 
· the_ statisticS I(µ), W(µ), and S1 (µ) were_ carefully ana.lyzed. W(µJ was · 
consider~d first:~ however since it- is ·bounded by, the maximum. end minimum. 
observed .responses its "p·eha.vi-or ·was·· thought to 'b.e too st_.able to yi:e·1a. -.-
. 
. 
any useful infctrma.t.i.on ·for: d.e_te:rmih-ing "reasonable" values :ror A1 and 
.. 
A2 • Likewis:e l(lJ)- 't.tas obse-rved to be too uns.table almost everywhere to .. 
produce cutof'f points • 
' ·,. . 2· . 
Tne behavior of SI(µ:) appeared. to offer the: mo·s·t 
• 
,.,.p,r0m1.-se • 
It w.as ob.s;~rved tha/t· ._ft.om... ce·l.-1- -to cell within the: design of the 
2· ... ... . 
¢jq>eriII1e:p.t:, tlle: co:mp:o$_it~ ·'b·ela:avior o·f s1 (µ) exhibited :abr-upt _shi·fts 
:in levels when :µioving -from_. --the heart of the di.stributi.o~ of the data 
toward the extreme·s,.. As lo~g as µ was somewne·re. in. the -center of g{x) 
the range on si {µ ) for the eight re.:pllcations within a cell was less 
than 15% of its average value,_ but as µ moved out of the center the 
.. 
2 . ~ 
· range would suddenly begin ··to increase until the range -on SI(1J") 
exceeded _the average value by as llluch -as twp or three times (Figure 
4 ·• 6) • An attempt was then :mad~ to interpret this behavior .j.n -terms , :-
. '' \-
of identifying a rea~onab]ie iA-i and A2• Firsts in each summary of , . 
si(µ) the points at which sicii.J .''takes off" were noted. Two criteria 
• ' ' T 
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for 8 replications 
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were arbi trar-ily selected for ciet·erlll:ining thesei points: 
·:1•· 'l'he -µls at which R(SI(µJ} = SI(µ) · 
. . I _· .. 
~.. The µ's at which R(S1 (lJ)) == 2 S1 (µ) 
. I 
·using, one- or the :other c;,f· t}l~:se· crit.eria. :two $1.lClr point:s· are thus de-· 
Three of· ·thes-e points will correspond to. the left tail of the bimodal 
g.(x), tll.re~ to· the ri_ght tail of. the bimoc1~ g(x), three to the left 
tail of :the· skewed g(x) .and three to its right. Thus the·se 12 points 
can b;e viewed a.s the resul t·s of an experiment with four tre,atments 
.:(tails of.· distributions) and three replicfa.tions for each treatment. 
Averaging the res·ults te>. produce· a siiigl,e yalue for each treatment 
· ··le-ads ·to ·the ··Pes·ul:~s ··s,wme,,rized ·'ill Table :4.2'. . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . 
' . . 
L- '""' 
. . .. I 
. . . Next each- :or the res·uit·ing averages was cbn·s·idered indivi·dtially. 
Tables for percen't:age points of_ the control distribution and g(x) ·we~e·-
made so that perce.ntllge pairs, (a1 , a2 ), couJ.-d be determined where b~ 
setting the mean .o:f the .control distribution ~t pne of the averages 
in the table, a1% of the. :control distribution lay .in the outer a2% of 
the appropriate g(x):. There will be many such· ·pairs for :each of the 
. averages, bi1t interest was confined to· a :range of l-_50 fa~ a1 and 1-5 
. for a2 • . Rounding to the nearest 5 for· a1 and 1 for a2 gave the pairs 
exhibitedr, in Table ·4. 3. 
' I.•' I~~. 1; 
A recurring pattern We.$ th.en· :s9,ught. ·-within either: ·o:t. the 6rit·erja 
. li-2. and 4-3. Looki_ng first within 4-3, the ~ight· tail of the· bimodal 
·, : ::. ·,: ~ I) ' I • ,"',~·. • • 
'' ···.·, .. 
I ,, •· '; 



















'R(SI(µ)) ,,. l· SI(µ) 





















Linear, _decreasing Y 





Linear~ increasing Y 
Averages 
R(SI(µ)) = SI(µ) 
























1 R(s·I). = - S 2 I 
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( 30, 4) 



















( a1 , a2 ) · pairs 
Skewed g(x) 
Averages 








Table 4. 3 - Percentage pairs corresponding to 
average values of . µ. at which SI{:µ) · 
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• 
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~ : . •.'. 
•• 
. . I 
·• .., •L,. ~,-).· ---~, 'j,•·\Lr-•: ... .-, 1 ',,' 
' . 
. g{x) and the left tai·l of the s.keve~ :g{xJ limit the value of ·a.2· to 
' 
.. 
' 1. However it ts observed th.at it a2 is held at 1, values for a1 range 
•. 
from 10 · to .50,. or nearly thro.ughout ·the entire· r~ge of consideration. 
It is thus cii.fficult. to pinpoint any "good" _ 'single value for a1 . 
Turning to the results associated with criterion 4-2~ three candidates· 
for a2 occur:· · 1, 2, and 3 •.. With a2 = .3 the same problem which hin-
-,,;dere·d,. i~den-t±fi·eat,ion -··of·, ~--a1 ,,,e·ar-1-i:·e·r -.re-ours. ·'Phe ,same problem is en-
countered if a2 = 2_, although the .range -of a1 is slightly reduce·d. 
For a2 = l the se-;lection of 8i is s·t·ill. not clear, but at least. it 
. . . . 
ls isolated to just half th.e region· consld.ered.. Averaging the four · 
( 
values of a1 as·soci_ated with a2 = 1 yields an .estimate of a1 ·eqt1:al 
.. . 
to 15. It is: this pair (15 ~l), which is us·ea. ,as a first guess· at 
. 
. 
~ and A2 • ~eturning to .the tabulated- percentage points associated 
with the g(xl'-s· and- f:(x-;µ'J:, ·the .,,·suitable" reg;ions .of 'interest for 
each cell of the des.ign can. be determined. They are.: 
',, 
For-- cells· with skewed g(x): {l:.,·2,3.3) 
For c·ells with bimodal- g{x): (1.0,3.7) 
4-4 
4-5 
These intervals define the .. µ 1·s at which approximately 15% of the appro-
pri·ate tail _of.· the· cont.rol distribution, f(x;µ ) , lies in the appropriate 
1% tail. of the distribution of the data.. )fu:i.le intended by no . means to 
be conclusi·ve for the general' case, ·such .a result is at least reasonable 
since it provides the .analyst·with· estimates of' the expected process 
. ,· 
response in which no .more than 15% of the integral in equation 1-4 · ... ··, . , : 
. . . 
. "·'- ,· 
is based :on fewer than ·1% of the observations. 
. ·' ;· '·. ,' 
' ' 
One of' the que·stions: of .int-erest is how .Table 4-1 is affected. if the .· 
·· .. 65 




















... ·· ..... 
·,,, i.' \ :· : .... :.,: . 
J 
'l ' ' '" ~; . 
regions or· interest in the· cells of' the factorial des_ign are limited. 
-to those of 4-4 or 4-5. The answer ·is shown in Table 4. 4. The attrac-
ti venes a ·of .I(µ) as a predictor of the opt~mal state .has certainly 
increased, but W(µ) is still clearly· the superior estimator. 
The· results of th.is first phase of =the experiment can be s11mfua-
• 
rized. in two parts: . 
1. .W( µ) appears to be the: :most· ·prontlsi~·g. predict-or or.· 
·the optimal state when compared to. optimiz·.i!l-g: cri~-
teria base?d -on ·equation 2-13, ancl 
2·. Reasonabl.e ·bounds. for ranging the: mean ot· tti·e control 
. 
distributio.ns :were ~ol.Uld cons.id.ering t-h~: :interaction 
of t_he .two distributions-: control and data. 
It remains tq substantiate· the claim that W( µ) is the better predictor 
of ).ti. by ,cons·:ide~_ing·: th.e ot}J.e.r. conditions thought to affect it.s and 
I ( 1,1)' s behavior. 
·4.·2 ·Analysis of Phase 2 
The intent of this· p_h.a_se of' the- e:xpe·.riment was ·th·e de.termination 
of what effect the addition _of. a ra.ndom ~oinponent, £, to the response 
2 .. Y will have on the behavior of the stati$tics W{µ), I(µ), and ~1 (11), ···. ·,· 
.. 
and particularly their predictive capabilities. 
This latter question can be dispensed with immediatel,y.. By t!om-
paring ~~e resulting estimates of the optimal process .st-ates for each .. 
of the ·candidate criteria with the corresponding estima,tes .obtained . 
. 
in phase 1 at which time £ was identically zero., ;it was :found .that 
.,., 
the maximllll'.l shift· in µ* was with one exception 0.1 unit o:f the process 
: . - . 
· .·66 . 
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µ* = 3. 70 


















'µ = 1.60 
s 














µ. * = 2. 50 
LINE.AR, DECREASING 
1.3 min 1.2 1.2 
1.8" max 1.2 2.7 
1.64 ave 1.20 1.46 
1.65 comp 1.20 1.20 
























3. 30 3. 20 
µ. * = 3. 30 
Region of interest: 

















µ. = 2.80 
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" . ' 
.. 
. - . . ... 
. ' 
I .. ,. 
' ' 
. .2· parameter even for the maximum considered value or er • This result was £: 
. ,, 
. 1r----· ---4;:.:_ . . 
. ' - . ·._ . ' '_ ' - ' . , r._ , • true as long. as the region of interes.t for· the mean, µ~. of ·the ·control 
distribution, was· confined· to those ~egions i_dentified in 4-4 ~d 4-5. 
Thus tmder the conditions ·considered~ the r:ajl.dom component appears to · 
have little effect on the predictive abilities o:f the various optimi.zing · 
criteria, which: is cle·arly a desi:rable result, 
:.I' 
·-··cell representing a parabolic response, bimodal distribution of the 
·data, and variance on the error component ·at level e3• It can be com--
pared with .. _Figure _4.4 w,hich ehows. the re.sult.s of the same sample under 
the same conditions e:xcept ·that .. ·--·o· . . ., ... e:. ·~ ..• The :p!!ef3_ervation of .shapes of 
curves, evi·dent in the comparis:oi1. -o:f:.· t·hese two figures was character-
istic of' all plots withi:n the, ''s~tabl~t' regions. :of· :~nterest ·(either · 
· "i.~4 ~·or ·4--5). ·Th-us· not ·9nly ·are ·the. estimate·s of µ* s,tf3.b_le with res_pect 
to random components on the, res_pons·e, but E;O apparently ·are the be.-
, 
_-,,,, \ ' ..... . 
haviors of the statistic~ l( ].I), W( µ) , and. si ( µ) • · As an a.ttempt · to 
quantify this stability ·the. maximum :percent change in -·t:b.e value of the 
statistics W( JJ) and I(µ) was recorded for each replication :for 
values of µ· within the appropriate region of interest. This change is 
with respect to the benchmark values. of the· :statistics obtained for · 
• 
each of the samples in phase 2 with ·t so. The res'ults are shown in 
Table 4.5.. It was not necessary to -separate the· changes in I(µ) from 
those of W( µ), since, as can be inferred from their respective defini-
tions, the percent .change in W{µ) fl.EJ a result of adding a random com-
ponent to the response Y i-s the same as that for I(µ). Also recorded 
•• -, I 
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Bimodal: Si(x) u Skewed: g2(x) 
N 
. 
El ~ ,. ~ 'N q E2 E_3 
Max% Max% Max% 0 r~ax % Max.% Max% 
Change µ.max Change µ, Change µ.ma...x • Change µ. . Change µ.max Change max max 
. 
-
2.0 1.0 3.4 1.0 4.4 3.7 l 1.6 l.2 7.8 1.2 ·a. 7 
1.0 1.0 2.4 1.8 1.8 3.0 2 2.9 1.2 7.3 1.2 18.2 
1.0 3.7 3.3 1.0 1.2 1.9 3 4.7 1.2 8.7 1.2 13.6 
1.6 4.8 2.4 . 8.o 1.0 l.O 2.9 1 7.2 1.2 1.2 3.1 
4.4 3.7 2.6 1.0 10.1 2.3 2 1.3 3.3 3.6 3.3 10.1 




2.2 3.7 -4. 3 3.7 1.8 1.6 1 4.7 1.2 3.2 l.8 5.1 
._,_ 
1.6 1.0 9.4 -· 4.5 1.2 7.3 1.0 1.0 2 1.5 10.9 7.1 
.9 1.0 3.7 1.0 9.8 l.O 3 3.3 1.6 l.4 1.7 4.6 
-
Region of Interest: 1.0 S µ.:$ 3.7 Region of interest: 1.2 S,µ. S3.3 
Table 4.5 - Maximum percent change in I(µ.} or W(µ} ~ Phase 2 






















in the table is the value of µ at ~hich. th.e· maximum occurred. Note · 
' 
that the ~axi.mum change aJmost· always occurs at or nea:r the extreme . 
. 
· ...... .,.---·, 
of the appropriate r_egion of interest indicating a tenden-cy toward 
instability as 1J nears the limits of the data .. · This .again emphasizes 
. the needs for careful determination of suitaole regions of interest. · · 
·A· three way analysis 'of variance was performed on thes_e . data 
. 
. 
..... ,tand .. ,.the ":ces!ult,s ..... are .. ,S.illJ1lllar.ized in .. Table .4 .• 6. .Altho_ugh. .four effects 
are sign.if.ica.tlt at the .95 level--distribution of .the data, level of 
£, i~teraction between .. response and distribution. ·of the data,. and, to 
a lesser eJC;tent., the ·three way interaction between all factors-.;.it 
_is heartening to ob:s·erve. t:tte dominan.ce of ·the effect of E since, · .
. . 
after all its. effect is what this ph~se or.· the experiment sougbt to. : 
evalua.t.e • :T11is ·an,alysis of variance can als.:o ·serve to tes.;t ·the cri~·· 
• 
·teria ·for· s·electing-· a· "suitable" regi.on o·f ·interes.t ·as .. devis·eti in i;h~· 
analysis of ph:ase I. l-f :t.he regi.on were, in fact., en'tirely ..,suitable, 
,,w 
•. 
it would: 'be hoped that the only si.gnificant effects to be observed 
. . 
in this . kin:d of ana.lys·:V$., would. be ·d1.1e· to the levels. of e: , and perhaps 
its interactions. Thus the s.ignific:ance of g{x) and g(x)xY somehow 
-indicate an inadequacy in the region~ resulting :from values of A1 and 
A2 equal to 15% and 1% resp}:~~tively. · Thus, while not failing, the 
results of the analysis of variance performed here indicate that 
' 
improvement in the 1115%, 1%'' combination for selection ·o/f ,a ·suitable 
region or· interest could be made. Pernaps .an analysis ·of this kind 
, could -b·e employed. for. results_ob.t~ined using different ·A1 , A2 pai~s 
,., . 
in determini_ng suitable r_egions · of interest until the·· undesired effects· 
.. ~' ' I '. ,: ' 
,. ' · .. 
·'l;., . '' ' .· • . . 
' '- ' ,' C 
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Source ·or·variation 




Error level, f 
g(x) X y 
g{x) X E 
Y X f 














. ~ .... -,,, 
.. :• ", . 
. ·",· . 
. ' 
' . J. ·~ ' 
. ss MSE ,,, F-Ra.tio . ·stgnifica.nce ... 
. \,: . 
59.53 59.53 - Yes 
8.51- 4.26 . .. ; .• ·62:. 
----
· Yes 
97. 33 48.67 7.00. Yes 
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became insignificant • 
. ~ .. '' . 
. ' 
Su.ell. refinement in . ~ iand A2 _ ~t this poipt is , 
however, not deemed n,ecesaary and ma.Y b·e considered as an area for 
further work. .. I 
Stability .i:g. estimate~ of µ* has been··s};l.own~ and consistency in 




The s_ignificant effects regarding· maximal percent ch·~nge within the 
.,· 
... ., ... region -of., .. in;t.ere-s.t hav-e been --i,den-ti.fie.d "°-and now the mean maximal per-
cent change in I(µ) (or, equivalently, W(µ.)) is presented as a· function 










Table 4. 7·· 
Mean Maximal % 
Change in I(µ) 
2.5% 
Ji • 8% 
6.9.% 
":(• 
ihese indicate, as wc>~:d · be ·e . xpe,cted, a posi:~i:v~. ~ftect ·wi tl;l :an 
' • .. . .. . r . . 
. . . . 
. . . 
.. ·. 
• J.:n-
creasing variance of the random component of .. the respons·e which is 
. nearly linear. The author feels that E 3, corresponding to a stand~rd 
.. 
deviation of .12, is sufficiently large~ and its mean effect on 
I(µ) of some 6.9% to be sufficiently ·small to justify the conclusion,: 
when corroborated witll othe-r re~~~'.s of this. section, that the· 
behaviors of W( µ) and .. I(µ), a.s _well as their .abilities to predict · · • 
· the optimal state, are nqt s_ignificantly_ affected br a random com-·_.··. 
.73 
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· poneni; present in the process respon~e. The effects due to. e certainly 
are ·far less .dramatic on the· behaviors of ·the statis.tfos than are the 
fiuctuations observed from sample variations observed in ·the first 
phase of the experiment. 
SiUDIDarizi_ng the results of th·is. s:~·eond. p:J:ta.t1e· 9:f' the eJtpe~imep.t: .. 
• . 
. 
1. The claim that W(ll) ·is the most promising predi·ctor 
2. 
_:3. 
by the independence of its estimates from the random 
component of the res-pqns·.e.~ and 
No. statistics or 'Pre·dictors· a.re s:ignifica.ntly a.f-
f'ecte.d by the. random component ot th~ res_p.ons·e-, and 
A method for refinem~nts· ip: the· tfs,t:i:rnates of: A1 and 
~ which are used to identify the ''smt·able" r,e~$01;t..·· 
--c,f· · i.nterest ··was ···sugge·sted. 
. 
. 
One other .factor _·remains to be investigate·d: the e:ffect of:, :the· 
variance. of the control distribution .• -
4. 3 Analysis of Phase 3 
While the results of this· phase ·of the experime11t were, in theory~ 
predictable, it is still instructive· to S'·ee how W(µ) and I(µ) ·are 
affected as the variance on the contr.ol distribution is reduced. Far· 
• 
this reason the data which produced Figure · 4. 7 was · reanalyzed wi tll 
the intention of observing when the pre.<lj.cte·d . effects appear. and how 
• 2 . . . . predominant they are for decreasi_r;ig values pf a f, the variance of 
the control distribution. F.igure 4.·8. ·contains·· a portion of the _plot·.· 
· , ·· ·· · showi.ng the effects on W(µ). · The sqale ha~- been 1n:agnified. to empha- .. 
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· · size· the beh.avior. The lines. of' the· plot have been numbered :f'rom ·_]. · 
to 7 correspondipg to decreasing Values·· of o:. ' Line 1 corresponds to 
. 4 . 2 ,, . 2 · _ the· appropriate ~_egment in F_igure. · .• 7 for which a f = • 25 = a:r,i· Line 
· · () .2 12 2 . 2 represents the behavior of W. µ f'or of = 4 of ,l = crf ~2 , and 1.n general, 
rl2.. -- _l_· . ~ _ line ~ corresponds to the behavior of the statistic for v er: f · ·4m-l f ,1-
•0: ·.. Line 7 clearly shows the predicted stepping effect, particularly 
... ,m 
in the region foi- values of JJ between 2. 3 and 2. 5. A 
--; 
' .. (" ) . . 2 plot showi.ng the behavior o-:r I µ as a function o·t' of 
corresponding. 
can be found in 
Figtµ9e 4. 9. Aga·in -line 7 clear-ly-· shows tbe-, .. predieted :rabb:it.s , or 
spiking effect occurring ove.r the data points-. 
Obviously information as to the location of the optimal proces:$ 
.state cannot be derived from Line 7 of':. ~ith~r of F_igures 4.·a- or .'4:.·9:. 
However,_ the; variance on the control distribution giving line<7 -was: 
,. 
.: 




respecting analyst would as-sume such a ~ight control to b~ possible 
if bis hist.ori.cal. data co·y~·re4 -~- range as large as that of either· 
. g1 (x) or g2 (x). Thus this extreme behavior is not likely to be 
encomitered _in actual analyses-. But on the: other hand even line 3, 
particularly ·in Figure 4.9,. fl!l:9WB unreasona.ble behavior, for it :J):re-·. 
diets 1.20 or 120% to be the expected pro-cess response if the control 




in an earlier discussion, is ridiculous :for a response s·uch as percent ... 
• 
yield, · For Li~e 3, o; was about 1/16 Jhtt of Line 1 .... Even Line 2 
may be subj·ect to some discussion as. to the validity e>f · its predic-
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2.Q 2.1 2 .. 2 2.:3 2.4 2.5 2.6 
. --
µ. 
for line m, u2f = _· ___ 1__ 
1{0.25) 4m-
Figure 4.9 - Effect on I(µ) for differing· 
values of a2 . f 
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select~d,, should be somehow consistent with tb.e observed range of the · 
data~· It ,also leads to a "bonus" -result for this phase o:f the experi-- , 
--· ... 
ment. · 
. ' . 
As a by-product 01· tb.e, first' phase of· tbe·, experiments a . crite:r.i.on. 
" , . 
for selecting a·. sui-tab·:le -region of interest for- the· mean of the_· control 
· distribution was estabiis:hed. Similarly the results of' this phase of ·. 
be measured. The question of adequacy,, or rather when the· analyst has 
"enough" data, . has· carefully be.'en avoided ·to this point. The reader 
will recall. that the sample si.ze of lOO utilized throughout the experi-
ment was somewhat arbitrarily selec-ted. Since the smoothness o:f the 
. behavior of I(µJ ·and W(µ) as observe_~- in Figures 4.8 and ·4.9 is, clearly · -
a function of the va.ria.nce of the control distribution, cr:, and since 
·~smoothti-e-s·s '":its -gen:e:ra.lly consi:dered a ,-desirable att·ribute, a measur;e , 
of'· sinoothness as ob.se:r\red in !(µ_:). -Should provi-~e-·/ info-rmation as to 
the adequacy of the d·ata. For the. observed "'unsmo.oth'' behavior cor-
responding t~ small cr~, it is clear that the eStimates provided by 
either ·r(p J 9r W·(µ) have litt4-e real meaning: I(µ) either grossly 
. 
underestimates or grossly overestimates the expected response while -
W(µ) simply takes on values of the observed responses, yCi). · For 
I • 
. 
larger cr~, the resulting "smooth" estimates provided by both I(µ) · , 
and w(µ), such as seen in Fig~e 4. 7 and other earlier plots can · 
. yield very meaningful 'inf'o~~t~pn~ Thus f'qr this latter case, the 
' . 2 . 
· sample size of lOO. is sufficient for analysis, while for· ·small a f' 
a sample. si·ze or 100 is entirely inadequate. 
• /'I' ,1 
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: t .• . 
. It would be desirable to be able -to ·say that analysis of a re-
sponse which is a function.of· n process para.meters requires N observa.-
. . . n 
tions. The results just discussed, however, obviously preclude such· 
a simple tabulation. Rather i.t seems that· each set of- data need stand . 
. 
__ ,,... ' 
on its own merit., and that·· ·onl.y . after initial . investigation· will its 
adequacy, · or lack of it, . become apparent.. R~calling the . an.aly~is pro--
0 
. ,- .. heedure . developed iin. Chap.tar -.2, .the .,,a.na1y.s.t. mus·t --some11ow .est.ab-lish the 
optimal control .capability, f(x;µ) and cr~, before .subjecting his data 
... for analysis·. Since f ( x;µ) will genera.1zy· pe .p:resumed normal, his· 
only real t!:!,sk is in estimating o~. If af'ter initial investigation 
' 
' his data appears inadequate, in the· sense disc.ussed· ·here, ·rather than. 
discard the data o:r ·this ar;>.~lysis approach,· the analyst should review 
' . 2' h!~ determination of .f(x;µ.) 8:lld at· If f(x;µ) was a "sea.t-of~the-
~pants" ~gues·s ,: i·t ·'.is -like±y th,at ·the assumed c·apability· was -overly 
optimistic and that: s-µc;h. a cont.rol' could not- b.e re~list-ically prac-
ticed, anyway. If h·.e relaxes the -~'optima.I" capability by increas·ing · 
2 ' 
. 
. a f, he may not only be approaching a more realistic 1e·vel .of control 
but will also be smoothing the. behaviors of the stat·,ist_ic$ 'W(it) and 
I(µ). A seeming]y insigni~icant increase in a~ !lligbt be sufficient·' 
. ' . 2 
.. . but should the results still indicate inadequate · data a f could be 
.. ~ .,, ! ', • 
• ' t • 
inc·reased still- again so that "meaningful" estimates can be obtained 
from any set of data. However, caution is· in .order since over-
smoothing by increasing a! lll:lJ;l :peyo,n4 t)je iri,itial estimate mey yiel,4 ·< 
results without relevancy,-_:to ·the origin'a.1 ·problem~ particular;Ly if' 
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~bscure legitimate ·10:cal m.axima. 
. While "smoothilef;)':S" of the_ st'a.tist:tc I(P) .can determine adequacy 
of the data and inadeg_uate data. might be salvaged "by increasing a;, 
determination of when the behavior is· q:r i-s,.not ''smoothn is no simple· 
matter. When the response is a function o·r only one or·_two parameters, 
the r.esults · may .. be ,·graphed an·d a· subjective. measure of' smoot~ess ·made. 
· -J,Suoh a· desli.el'minat1-i:0n :.:~t~··~f=B8t,-~:pe,s,·S·i~b~e.-.,,i9he11ld · iihere --be.· three· er · m~re .prO.C·eS:S·· · 
parameters and some quantification of smoothness is-thus needed. No 
attempt will be niade here· to :·tind ·-t·hi.s quantification other --t:han to 
state that._ a. · simple ID.easure· might be ·tlie number -of relative maxima 
:encounte:red for- I(µ)- whiie searching the response surface-. This is 
pr.ob·abl_y ·what. th'e,:- ~alyst .looks :for .. in :his subjective. eva.1-uat._i:_on ,_of ... 
the., one dimensional ca.se·,. anyway. The actual deteriµ:i.nat·i.on, of·· 
· '"Smoot'hrtes s , ··<nen:c~e "'the- ··atle-:quacy' of' · the 
) 
discretion of the· analyst. 
data ,will be: left t:o· ·the ' . . . . 
. .... · .·· .. • .... 
S11mmarizing the results of· th-is th,ir:d· p_h·ase of t·he e~erill!~nt, 
the observed behaviors of r:(·µ) arid ·w(µ) and their predic;tiye c~pa-
bili ties c-.an be affe·cte.d ~:Lgnificantly: by the analyst·' .s -choice of 
f(x; 11} and {· A smalier { will al.so· likely increase the effect of 
.: 
£ as studied in phase 2.- Also while no standar~ existf,l_ for· determinin.g 
\ 
when the analyst. does or does not have enough data~ I,(µ) c·an be used 
to measure the adequacy, and an apparently inadeq-qat-e· :~et of· data may 
be .salvaged by revising the estimat,e of' {· Jl"othi:0:g :was found, to . .: 
' . ' ' 
. ,·, 
repudiate the claim that ·the optimizing c;riteria--based on W(µ) was - . 
' . 
the be~t. of · those considered •. 
~ .... 
' . ' ~ 
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5.0 . Reconstruction of th~ Distribution- of the Data.: g(x) 
The interpr~1ta.tion: given in Chapter 2 to the· collection of. histori-
cal data which is .. available for analysis was that o:t: a random sample • 
. It is this interpretation which makes it ne·cessary to develop or select:-.' · · 
a technique :for identifying ~ome popul~tion .for .which the· data compri,s:e 
• 
a "representative" sample ... While the st·u~ of Chapters 3 and.4 assumed 
simulated from known distributions)., such· luxuries are not available 
in an acttia.l applicati_or1: ot ·the proc.edure.. Th-is chapter th_ere:f'ore 
presents B.Ild. evalua.tes a techni·que whi·ch sho~$ promise. for .recons.truc-
tion of a ge.rieralized distrib-ution f:rom·· a.. col-lecti·on~ o:f· his.toricaJ. 
data. 
5.1 Selecting a Technig,ue 
·Before s·ele-ction of a recons:t,ructt,q;n, technique ,·can be ·made, ,th~, 
needs that the technique must '$erve' h"ave, to be :establi'shed. The most 
important question regarding tbe-se r1e.eds are w-l)eth,~r it is necessary 
to justify the reconstructed p6pulati"On by recogni'z,ing and explaini_ng: 
the mechanisms responsible for: the data, or whether it is sufficient 
,to obtain only realistic :relative frequencies for the s·am.ple values.~, 
Reviewing the anazysis procedure developed in ,Chapter 2, nowhere is 
it necessaljr to characterize tb.e mechanis·ms behind the sample al-
though · such ~,characterization would undoubtedly prove useful in 
establishing the optimal_ control capabilities . of .the proces.s ,• · Rather .'·. 
. 
. -:·· ~. . ' 




. ' . 
tions are required. : These frequencies, alo!,lg with. the probability 
· ····::ai 
' ·~ /I . 
·. ' 
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• 
. density function . of the. optimal control distribution. ''determine the . 
. J. ,, . . 
. 
. 
weights ·to be ass_igned to each of the· observed responses in- calculating 
" 
W( µ) ,. I ( µ} , and si ( J.l) • Consequently' the requirements for the recon- , ... 
. . 
.•· 
struct ion techniques consist on_ly of. obtaining reali.stic relative 
· frequency estimat·es for each of the 6bservations 4'. No .con~:icle·ratf6lf". ·· · 
need be given to what the resulting e~timates .. of the frequencies·.·. 
Several alternatives . for reconstructing ·this .Popu.lat.:i)on s.r.e 
available. One might be to. µypothesize a p0.+.tic:ular :f'am.ily· of dis-
tributions, estimate the ':re.quired parameters~ and ·pe·rform ·su:itable 
·.! 
tests of hypothesis. ·Stien a· technique does, ·.not .o;f'f~.:r Jll'U.Cb: p_romise 
•: 
.. 
in the kind~ analyses with which this thef;lis is concerned because, 
. 
remembering the implied nature of historical data·, f'ew- families, if 
···=an~~ .. a·re .... gene.r-al. --enough. ·to encompass the w·ide range of pos.sib.le 
shapes ( for examp·l.e ,. ~Jlltipl.e modes..) whicl1 aj-:e· :J."i~keiy t.o be. enc·ount-
ered. . . . . -- . . . . . .  '·. . . ' Another techniqµe: could ·be ~aii.·e<i the stan·dard b1stogram ap-
proach. It involves fi·tting c.wves- to the .pe.a.ks of· the- e~lls: of the 
histogram. $µ¢h :an _approach, however·, is s·ens.ttiye. not only·. to t.he 
. size but also the posi·tioning of the cells, particularly for smaJ:.ler 
. _sample sizes. Th·is res·u1.ts in widely varying estimates of the· popu-
lation probability density fm1ction from _but a single sample. Still 
another alternative involves curve . fitting of tµe empirical cumula- · 




obtain .the relative frequencies. of the observations.· Limited . 
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.- ' , '. 
nominals,. but while mlil.tiple modes can be detected., l~rge n_ega~ive 
estimates of the·. frequencies ,:were occasion,ally obtained--particularly · 
in extreme values . 
. .• 
Common to· ·all thes:e approaches to. r.edonstruction ·of a poptil.ation1· .. 





a suitable. family of func.tions f'or handling the wide variety of popu-
estimation. It would be desirable t9 have available a- technique which 
is entirely non-parametric in ·nature for re·oons,tructi.~g a population 
for which the data can reasonably be sai:d to form a, re_p:re·sentative.. 
sample. Boney-a, Ken.dall, and St._efa.nov: have··presente·d a. te·chnj-que:-
which very nearly meets this requirement. 
5.2 Histograms and Deltasplines 
· .. 
"The·- situation which we haye ·in 'miri:d :is .•• ··: ·th·at in which one: :i.-s· 
presente,d for t,he first time -with a ran·dom sample: ·from a di·stribution 
b t . h • .. h' · ··th .• ' · · ·• . k . . .,_, 11· . " [ l ] Th .. t + ·t . . . .i:. 1 a ou w · ;i.c . no. · .. ing- 1s .... -.nown au· ,a · • • • • ·_. · 1·s a. ·a:"'emen - accurave.-y 
s11ms up both -the .,content of the JJaper by Bonev.a. et ·al and the si tua.-· · 
. 
-tion. bein_g dealt with in tl1is chapter. While Boneva, Kendall, an.d 
Stefanov' s primary interest i·s ·in development . of a smoothing technique 
for answering qualitative quest;iions about the sh~p.e of the distribu~. 
tion, this author ·has enjoyed co~siderable success employin-g their 
t.echniques quantitatively. At the heart of their technique is the 
treatment of. each sampl.e _observation as ·a- separate, equal, and inde-· 
' . 
' - . 
-
,.. 
. . . . . . .• . . . " . ' 
. pendent buildi-ng l;>loclt. for reconstrueting the distributi(?n of the 
' ' i ' • ._ • . • 
data. At the. risk··of over.simplification, an ··:tnterpretation 
.. · 83 
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principles behind thei·r techrtiq1:1,e is pres'ented here. 
· Cons,ider tb.e ordinary_ his:t_ogram which is construeted by· parti-
· tioning the real line into a series of adjac.ent, equal width "cells" 
and setting the he_ight of each cell to represent . the count -of the 
· number of observations which fall within its lilllits·. Let N be the · 
total number of observations .. comp·rising the hist:ogr~. This same 
Ins:tead pf constructing a single histogram containing· all N observa-
tions, N distinct ''upit." histograms are :eo·rmed·, · one to he ·as.s_o.ciated 




.l. Exactly one cell is occupied. 
2. The heigb.t of' the occupied cell. ·is 1, all othe.rs O. 
' . 
. iLet: -H:·'•.be· :the-h-is-togr-am. -containing ,-al.l .N observations and :H1_ .be ·tll~ 
.unit histogr.am associated with the ith observati·on.. ,Then. if th·e 
positions B.Ild widths pf cells are common- to· a.ii p,istogr.ams H. as· 
1 
well as H, the unit hist_ogra.ms "add" lin~a;r:;ly,.. :a.s in Figure 5 .1 
so that· N 
- . 
H = EH.· 
. l 1 J..= 5-1 
Thus each ·observation contributes a separate, :equ~l, an_d independent 
building block .to the entire histogram H. 
Consider the sequence of events which resulted .in ·the formation 
of H in · the above manner: . ' \ ' ' ... ' . 
.,, 
. , ' 
1. · A cell width, C, ha·d to be chosen common to all · 
'lm.i t· histograms •. 
. ' 
. ·! , r.··: ', -· 
. ·,' 1' > .. ,. '1 
•, 
'. 
. . 8·'· ., . '' "q>,:·_' 
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· 2···. The ·real line in e.ach., unit hist.ogram had to· be· · 
partitioned· into .cells of wi.dth C such. th.at · cells . 
were i~enti.ca.l~· positioned in. each Hi. · 
3. · The he_igp.t· of the occupied cell_ in each H.i·.was · s::et 
t_o 1-, al.l. otl1ers. to O. 
· 4. The m1:it histograms, Hi, were "added" to ~produce H- •. 
.. ' .- ~' ,,:c • i '. 
. ;_ , ... ~;e .. ,.~.ea,.ultant : .. H ~c-ann.qt.,J:~.e--~e~_e.ated ... to .. :_be. "smo.oth" in .the usual sens.e 
of t:Pe word since each of the urii-t histograms has two discontinuities.: .. 
However, a sligbt modi.fi.c.ati·on to the above sequence will. have a 
Cons!der- ·this new·:seque.n .. c..e-:: 
1. Choose a cell wi.dth-, C, ·c9mmon_.. to all unit bist_ogra.mt?. 
2. Partition the. real ~Line- ot ·e.a.cb unit histogram into 
.·eel:1£ of width -C,· but -ins:tead of ,positioning the ce.ils 
identi-ca.llY for each Hi' po~ition tbe cells_. in. ·the 
-~tl1: unit histo:grarn ·so that the .i.tJ'.i. .. obs.erva.t'i·on is, 
centered in the qc·:c@·j.ed,. cell.-
Set the .hei_gh.t .o-f' th,e ··o~cupied. c~i.l, :_in each H. 
l. 
to l,· all O:thers to O. 
4. Add the unit histogram~, H., to produce H. 1 
I --•• 
.. ~. -. / 
:~ ·· The smoothing effect of this modification is seen in Figure 5.2. 
.. .. . ' 
Boneva, Kendall, and Stefanov., rec_ognizin·g the appeal of a 
"smooth" hist_ograJll, carri·ed this concep~ one $tep further. They 
sought and ·found a transformation.of' the,,_unit)his.t_ogram, Hi,·w~ich 
· not o~ly preserves the linearity of th.e· additi.on o:f the JI. 'st 
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also Yields a $Uln Of the transformed Hi's vhich ~ smooth. in eve77, 
sense of the word. The transformation is the delta.spline shown in 
Figure 5.3. The· deltasp!ine is a piece-wise parabolic function with. 
each .piece occupy~ng one· cell of t_he unit h.istogram·. If the deltasplirie 
- is ·centere:d over the occupied cell !n. the unit h.i·stogram -and inte-
grated pi~·ce-wise (or cell-wise), the- results are O for every unoc-
cupie9. cell and 1 for the occupied c.ell. The :analogy between .delta-
splines and unit hist·q~r.ams. is {!_lear·. ·r:r lli:' ·_ is the delta.spline as--
sociated with thtt t,r.a.nsfot-mec.l unit histogram·_Hi,· then H'_, wh_e·r·e 
N 
H' =·~H.' 
.L-1 - 1 i=l. 
the relative freq_uep.:_c.ie.s. of :t:ti:e: s_anip·1e value~ can be. ·tak_en directly 
from a plot elf II' _/N .• : 
Thus· ·th~ deltasJllin~ -allows ~ n,early parametric-free recons·truc~ 
tion of an estimate of :the po:pµlation underlying the sample. - The 
only parameter re-quired .. to apply _the technique is .the cell width, C. 
- This parameter will dete:~ne the number of mode$. exhibited by the 
":smooth approximation of· the sample distribution and 'hence also de-
t.ermines the frequency estimates for each observation as taken from 
the plot of H' /N. The· paramete.r C .will not only determine the number --
of modes in· the approxima.tion of tb.e population-but may also. result . . ~ 
' 
. 
in an occasional negative frequency estimate because of the behavior _ 
. ~ . : ·;, . >'' ' 
- .'r - . 
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Cell --. · · ce11..:.vnse·~Parab0Ia .-Def'irti tion* 
x' x' --
Coeff of x2 
• 
" Const. Coeff ·of x nun max 
-6 
-5 2.35 X ·10-4 ' -4 8.13 X 10 -1.92 X 10-3 
' -5 -4 -8.76xlO -4 -3.03 X 10-3 7.18 X 10- 3 
_;...4 
-3 -3 · 1.13 X 10-2 
-2.68 X 10-2 , . 4 3.27 X 10 
-3 
-2 -1.22 X 10-2 -4.22 X 10-2 1.00 X 10-l 1. 2 
-2 X 10-l X 10-l -2 -1 4.55 X 10 1.58 
-3. 73 
-l 0 
-1.70 X l0-2 
-5.88 X 10-1 1. 39 X lOQ 
0 1 6.34 X 10-l 2.20 X lOO 
-2.20 X lOO 
1 2 .. 6.34 X 10-l 
-2.20 X lOO 1. 39 X lOO ~ 2 3 -1.70 X 10-l 5.88 X 10 -1 -3.73 X 10 -1 
,4 4.55 X 10-2 8 - -1 x_lO-l • 3 -1.5 X 10 1.00 
4 5 -1.22 X 10-2 4.22 X 10 -2 -2 -2. 68 X 10 -
5 6 3.27 X 10 -3 - -2 -1.13 X 10 7.18 X 10 -3 
.0 
-4 




Occupied cell is· x' = o, x·' - l • -0.4 nu.n max 
-6 
-s -1 -3 -·2 -1 e. ' 2 3 1 5 6 --:, I I Parabola definition is with respect to local coordinates 
x' within each cell~ 
* - approximate. 
Figure 5.3 - Definition of the deltaspline 
-. 
.. ··-· 
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· of the deltaspline. Such a result doe.s·:.not. conc.ern Boneva et al since ... · · 
: . ~ it has little ··e.ffe ct on. the .. ans.wers . to ·thej.r .quaii tati ve i~quiries. 
But this fact. could prove bothersome in a 'quantitative application . 
' 
As a means ·of ~valuati-pg quaµtitative appli,q,ation ot the tech~ 
. ' 
' niques of Boneva, Kendall, and. Stefanov, a study has been made and 
will now be presented.' 
· ·r>.~3 ·-:A ·S_t·udy ·at1d Evaluation of ·:th·e ·-J)elt·asplin·e as Applied tQ 
Reconstructing a Population for the Data 
The purposes of this study are threefold: · 
1. Determine the ab.ili ty of the deltaspl~:n.e ·t'O. r·econ--:. 
struct a kttown pop1µ.ation; 
2:. Develop a pro~~.du:re for obtainins:· a ''bes·tu·· estimate 
.of an unlmovm pqpul.ation; and 
' 
., 
, 3.. . .JJete.rndne· ,t,h,e eff¢.cts on. I ( µ ) , · -W( µ) . and :estimate~: 
of· 11~ 0in·. the f,'irst. ph.ase of the experiment describ;ed 
;• 
in Chapte:r '3 if values for g(:lC(i)) are taken f'rom 
th~ deltaspli-ne ·appro~iine.tiorts: instead of the known 
population. 
The first quest_.ion to be· considered is the ability_- of the delta-. 
spline approach to- reproduce a known distrib·ution. The parameter~ ·c, 
·. 2 
· acts as a smoothing parameter much in the same- way that a f ··~did as 
presented. in the analysif? of phase 3 · in .Chapter 4. As was di.saussed 
there, undersmoothing results in "rabbits" or an unreas·onable number-· 
of modes while oversmoothing may ob.sc·ure or blend two· or more legiti--
i I 1' ~ -~d-- .· ·.' 
mate modes. This effect, using the deltaspline,· is displayed in , 
•·r ·1. ,,. , 
·90. 
. ' ' 
' .. ' ·• 
• !, , I \ • 
'', 
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Figure 5.4. Thus the analyst must proceed with caution in selecting· .. 
1 • a cell width. How does he know when H·' /N is riot smooth_ enough, 
--
properly smoothed, or too smo_oth? · If he knows what ·distribution he 
is reconstructing, it· is easy to tell when the estiDla.te is under-: or •. __ ._· . . . I ,, . . ·. ·. . -· I • 
.· . . • 
oversmoothed. Thi·s prior knowledge will l?e employed.here-. to :find 
. ,r. 
those cell· w·idths, C, which for. a n11mbe:r of samples from several 
distributi·ons provide "best" approximations of th~ s~pled distribu-
tions. The results are hoped to indicate h-c>w C might be_ selected 
.for a sample from an unknown distribution ·in addition to. answering 
the qµest.ion of the ability of t-he dei.ta_$pline 'tq rep;roduc.-e_ a khown 
-distributi-on. 
.. One firs:t. 'must ~efine ... "b~$~h" 'approrlmat:ion. r·:r ·the -sa.tn:ple -i_s:· 
"representative:"· of the population from which it: was drawn in the 
sense that it 'C·~ pass a ~olmogorov-Smj._rnov ge>odness of fit tes-t, 
then the· ''best" smoothed estimate of the underiyi:ng popula.t'ibn· 
could be ·that estimate which minimizes the. s11in square devi.a.tio_n of 
the ·frequency estimates about. their actual fre:quencies. Usin-g_ thi·s 
definition of "best" approximation, twenty random ·samples were analyz·e,d: 
five from each of four different populations . .-. Those. populations. in--
eluded the bi1t1odal and skewed distribution$ of Chapter 3 (equations 
3-9 and 3-10), a uniform distributi.on {equa.tion 5~3), and· a normal 
distribution (equation ... 5-4). 
unifo:rIP-: . ,~g.3(~J _.=. -.25 for ~ 5 -~- -4.··5: 
. 
. . 
-·.··o···else·_·. -_---·"' . ,• . · ... .- . . .:. ' ' 
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Effect of smoothing .Parameter, C, 
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The sum squared deviations. for the estimated frequencies of the 
observations about their theoretical frequencies were calculated for 
cell widths· rangi_ng from .1 to 2.5 for each sample. The -minin,.um sum 
.. 
of squares obtained with each sample is found in -Table 5.1 along with ... ·· 
· its associated cell width. In same cases,. the s.µm o-.r· s,quares was . I 
observed to be rather flat near the .minimmn. point~ so as an indication 
of:_ the sensttivity of' the reconstruc:tion process to cell width, a 
range of values for C in which· ·the total sum o~ s:qua.r~$ was increas·ed 
not more th.an :2.0% from th~- ·min,i:rµ~l value. i_s als·o- ·tabulated in Table 
. 
. 5. l. The ·ab:i·ltty of tlle: delta.spline ·approach tci reconstruct a knqwn 




; the population :for the largest . and smallest. values:. of ssmin in each . 
. 
_distribution and comparing the· results to the theor~tical, or actual, 
,::PQPUl.ations_ from which the samples were drawn. Tb:i:s is· done· in Fi_g-, 
·µre_s ·5. :5 ·- 5. 8. It i·s observed th:at· the smalles_t val:a.es o:f: ssmin _yi_el-4. 
excellent ·:f'i ts·· of' the underlyi-ng. populati:on :for both. th·e ·bimodal and-
normal d:Lstributions. The fits obtained witll the s·rnallef:lt va~ue:s of 
ssmin :for the skewed and tmiform populations are _not encouraging. 
The difficulty· in reconstru.cting thes·e latter distribution~ i._f?; .a,· 
result of the combination of wide, slowly varying segments .as in th,e 
· center of the uniform distribution and left side of' the skewed d.is-
tri bution_ and narrow,. rapidly changing s.egments as in the right side 
of the skewed distribution and both ends -of the uniform distribution. 
The wide,. slowly· vari·ing sectio.ns .·s.uggest usi_ng a wide cell width· 
for a broader deltaspline _while the narrow, rapidly· chsUiging sections 
93 ' ., 
·' 
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1 . 5_0·: 
.1 .• ;50· 
'. 
Limit 
on C' * \s 
' .' ,.,..,\·\···· ,.rt._ ,,' 




.38- • 71 
.45- .6·3 
Limit 
011 c' s* 
• 11-1.01 
. 
• 77-1 •. 0·4 





*Range of C for which . fss . - SScfS.10 SS ,. · 
m1n . · .min~ , 
-.. ' I ~ 
,, .... 
.· ,-~--- --
Table 5 .1 - Best fits of reconst·ructed · POJ?ulatie:n· 
to known population . · 
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require narrow :cell width for resolution.·. The ~esl.llts in Fi·gures .. 5.6 
. 
. 
and 5. 8'· are the best. c·ompromises to these conflicting requirements. 
While not as, satisfying as the best fits fdr the norma.J and bimodal . 
. 
. . 
populations., the fits of t·he skewed and uniform dlstributions for the 
(' 
J44., 
-,. · -smallest values of SS. . . . a~e re~sonable . approximations of the u.n.der~ · 
· min . 
. . lying populations. The deviations from. the actual shape of tl;l.e 
".dis..t.rib~uti_on .,.ob~erve.d tor the largest v.:a.lu.~ .Qf SSminin ~ll c~s.es can 
be attributed more to sample variations- than to- the inab.ilit.y: of the 
. 
. 
:4~ltasplin~ appro.ach ·t:o reconstruct the- un.derlying distr.ibut.ion of · 
the. data. 
Attention. t:s: now ·turned to the sec.end purpose .. ~f the: study ·whi:ch 
was development of :a general prb_cedure for reconstructing an. ·urikngW:n · 
population: from a: single sample. This is equivalent t:q :select.'.ing· a 
··ru±e for· --de-&ermining -.what .,cell width., · C, to use. . The . simplest such 
rule whic.h m.ay b:e devised ·would be to se:lect C such that there is · 
-some fixed number; M, of cells betwe·en the minimum and maximum observed 
sa.m-iile ·value·s·. . or s:uch that 
-~ .. ' 
C :: R(x(i )) /M 
where R(x(i)) is the sample range of observed values. The data in 
Table 5 .1 was employed in ma.king Table 5 • 2 which shovs R {x ( i ) ) , the 
number of .cells, M, within that range f'or C . , and the, ... bounds of M 
. . . Illl.ll . 
using the. limits on C ·for each s·ample :from Table 5.1 
A one-way analysis ·.of variance was performed on -the values · · · 
M(Cmin) to test their independence of the distributions considered. 
If the hypothesis could not.be-rejected, then an average of the 
99 
. . 
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R(x(i)) M( C . ) Limits on M Sample # R (x(i)) M( C .: . ) Limits on M I · min · m1.n 
3.90 4.9 4.o - 5,5 1 3.60 5.1 3.5 - 6.7 
4.19 6.o 5.2 - 6.2 2 3.68 6.1 5.0 - 7.7 
4.08 · 4.5 2.9 - 6.2 3 3.41 6.8 6.1 - 9.0 
3.71 4.1 3.4 - 4.8 4. 3.49 7.0 4.9 - 9.2 
3.78 3.8 2.6 - 6.1 5 3.33 6.7 5.3 - 7.4 
Normal 
R(x(i)) M(C. ) Limits on M 
Illl.n Sample # 
Uniform 
M( C . ) Limits on M 
min 
4.83 3.2 3.1 - 3.5 1 3.97 4.4 3.9 - 5.2 i 
4.oo. 2.9 2.6 - 3.l 2 3.94 4.-4 4.o - 5.2 
4.74 2.8 2. 5 - 3.4 
.3 3.97 2.5 
.2.2 - 2.9 
3.66 2.6 2.3 - 2.9 4 3.78 2.5 2.3 - 2.8 
3. 43 1.9 1.7 - 2.2 5 · 3. 89 2.6 2. 3 - 3 •. o 
TabJ.e 5. 2 - Number of cells within range of data 
•• I 






', tabul~ted M(Cmin) ~ght· be us.ed. "lith equation 5-5 for. reconstructi;ng an . 
unknown population. However, the ·result of th.e· analysi.s was a highly. 
significant F-ratio of 15. 2 ~ thus rejecting. the· hypoth.esi.s. Even if . ·. L1~~,,.. 
. . tf''" . 
it had been found that 5-5 se·emed "to hold across the· distribution 
considered, it would be antJ .. cipated th.at the rule require an· add.i tiona.1 
parameter--sample size.. For sample sizes greater than 100, it 
·· -eould-,be~~e-~ec--te-d,,.tl:i.at better· --r.e~·,olution :.in. the -shape o.f.,the under-
lying population would be possible thua pe,rmi tting th.e use of smaller . . 
.• 
cell widths or a larger .n_u.mb_~r .of eel.ls within the range of· _data. 
Likewise for samples :of les·s. than 100 6.bse.rvati-ons. less resolution 
is possible and. wider cell ·widths would be ·required ·to ·obtain a "best 
' . 
. 
smooth" approxitnatiop. of' tll:.~ :underlyin:g :population for the data. So. 
it appe.ars· thf1t a. mil~· as.· s·1·mple .. as 5-5· i_s not likely to be of any 
., 
-.--· 
Another .apprc;,acl:1 t.o- ,solvi_ng. ··th~ general pr9bl.eI11 :of selecting·:.a.. 
-.cell width was tried, b-ut it· was do·omed to. fail-ure from th.e outset. 
However it did provi,de :a :potent1.·ally useful resul·t. The approach was-
. 
to select. a number of pot'entia.I.fy "optimal" cell "Widths, determine 
the deltaspline ci:p_proximation to the underlying, pop-tilation for each, 
calculate _the cumulative ·distr.i'but_ion function from the delta.spline 
approximation .and d.o a. ~i.nd: ot Kolmogorov-Smirnov analysis ·on the 
data to deternrl.n·e the maximum deviation of the empirical cumulative 
, 
. .··1··.·· 
', ' ~ 
distribution function from_;the reconstructe.d function •. The c·andi- · 
.·· ~·-· 
. .I • ··-· ' 
··,·.· · .. _ .. · . - ' ' 
.date cell width-whi:ch minimized the ·maximum. ·deviation vould then : ·· .·· • , • ' • , , ;'' ' ' , 
. , I 
: .. l 
be selecte·d as ".optimal." The.' flaw in this approach J>ecomes apparent_· · ... · · 
- ',, I ·., Jo 
. ', ·~ .. 
·101. 
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if an infinitesimal cell width is among the candidates •.. Such a value 
f'or C concentrates all ·the area· of the approximated densitY' function 
.. 
at the sample values so· that, when integrated, the cum~ati ve distri-
. " .. 
bution function will increase stepwise and veey nearly equal the 
empirical cumulative dist·ribution function a.bout which the deviations 
are measured. Thus the infini·tesimal cell. width will a·lways appear 
"optimal." Th;is result can be generaliz~d to a .. set of· realts4ic cell 
widths where it was fo'Und ·in all cases: th:at· the ·"optimal"- width was 
the minimum cell wid.th :in the· set. :Thus ~the approach . gives no • in-
$ample from an· unJmown distrib.tition. Th·.e po.t:entially useful result 
which c·an be. -derived from this approach -of ··integrating the recon-
structed distribution is poss·!b.J.e cletet!t·ion of' oversmoothing.: ·· Whi_le- .. 
:the , smal--lest candidate .c_ell wi.dth wa.s. always· "-best," the largest: 
candidate was always "worst. '" Re.ferr:i.ng ·b·ack ·to Figure 5. 4 it is: 
observed that ov.er$,mo·oth:in·g ha,g.. the e-f·.fect of ·inc·reasing. the length 
. . 
of the t·a.t.le. 9.f the di$tribiition .. a:s wel.1 a·s obs curing legitimate 
modes. Continuing to smooth forces metre. and more of the area under 
the population into the tails·. so ·th-at. :i.f th~ de.lt~s_pline approxima-
. 
tion is integrated up to the, minimum sample value, xmin, and the 
difference between that value and the value of the .empirical cumula~ 
ti ve distribution function- noted, the difference will continue to 
increase. Similarly for th~ maximum· sample value, xmax' and_ the 
· area under the approx.imation-.. · -for x >x · • No attempt 'Will be made.·.,· .· 
· · · max. 
here to establish ~ general : criteriort f'or determining wh.en the ap-- . 
a' j \ ••• 
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proximation is .oversmoothed: other than to s:u;ggest that the· behavior 
. 
. I here described could. be int~rpreted in,such a way as to·yield work-
able criteria for detecti~g an oversmoothed estimate.· . ' 
. 
. It appears then that no simple~ -straightforward: procedure exists 
.. 
'H :, •• ,-. 
to a!d itt th-e selection o:r. the smooth,ing parameter, Cs for reconstruc-
ting· the distribut:fon of ·the data. Ra.th.er, as in Chapter 4,: the de-
0 
' 
·· .. terminat·±on, "'Of"·when· the., beh~avior -'ts· su-f:r±--c·±esrrt·1y, smooth will b·e ·left 
. ,· 
to the discretion of· the analyst. As an initial. guess, ·however, when 
working with samples of ,approximat,ely 100 observations, the analyst 
can draw upon the· results in. T,abie 5.2 and. select a cell width equal-
' to about l,/4. or l./.5: the range ··o_f- t~e data an.a adj:ust· C from there. ' 
' 
. . . 
The behavior dis=.c-~sed :in ·the precediiig -paragraph can then be us-ed f 
as a check' :&gt:U.-nJ3.t. -ove.rsmoot-hing: wh.ile too many modes acts· as ~-
check ~gainst ur1ders·mo.oth:i:n_g:.-
. . 
evaluatiqn of the impact on the b~havi-or$ ,of I(µ), W(P:), ~d the 
various opt·imizi:ng .. c,riteria resulting f:rom,·the. ·use -9f .e_·stimated 
instead of actual V~ues for the g(x(i}). The d,ata analyzed is the 
same group of samples utilized i:n, the first phase of the experiment 
described in Chapter 3. This tim~,_ however, values for_ g(x) which 
were estimated by a a~it,aspline approximation o:r the underlying 
population were used. To determine_ qua.nti tati vely the impact . o:f 
this change on the behavi_or of. the statistics I(J.t) and W(µ) within 
the suitable region of int~~~at {4~# or 4-5), curves were plotted 
tor eaqh .of· the ·ste.t~s·ti.c~ ··us-:in.g .lJ.otb actual: and· estimated rrequen-r 
' - • 
-"( ~ ·., ., • ' • ... C • 
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cies. · '!heh- the· :tne-a.n. ·squ_are··a.. deviation· _about the· ·th.eoreti_cal expected . 
~ 
response :f'or a nimiber ot equispaced· ·points -within the appropriate 
. . 
region of in·teres_t was calculated for each. curve. A compari.son of 
. the resulting values · of t:l,lese meat1 -squared devi:att.ons · (MSD) · for 
. 
. the actual and es.ti.mated frequencies -then P!O:vi.cles a quantitative 
:'measure of the effec·t of: the es~imated frequenqies. 
The· first conc~:rn_s ·se:le:c.tion .of cell widths fpr each of th.e- s~pies:. 
R~ther than make :48 s.eparate -4e-te.rminatiqns. ·at :''b~s-~_:t.:, :·q:~ll width,. :· 
cell widths wi th_in di-$t_ributions as ~-e·en f-p Tabl·e 5 .1 -was -used· t··q 
determine a single "optimal" cell wi·dth tor ea.ch .o-f the two di_stri.bu-
tions which were sampled. · The: "optini'al'' -cell- widtbs us·e:d.·-were. J-~t 
the simple av~rages of t_he five 'Valµes of -Cm.in: to:r each distribut·i-on-!' 
Thus •. 8:5. 'Wa$ US:ed as the c.ell ·w-i4,tp.= fo:r a.11. bi:modal samples fl.Itd- ·!.5_5 
::for· skewed samples • 
The second p·oint :c·onc·e.rns· the treatment. of ·ne:ga:tive ·,rreqµeil~Y 
>'•· •r .":' ••. ,.,. . 
. • 
estimates. Re.calling the earlier -discussion of the del-fA!splin~~ it -· 
i~ not impossible that the techniqu~ produces an occasional negative 
estimate for Qne ·or more pf the- observations in a. sample. .Clearly 
this occurrence cannot be completely ignored in the calculations of 
I(µ) and ·w(µ) and possible methods for treating thes-e -occurrences 
~- need to be considered •. · 
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experiment in ·Chapte:r 3 contain~g such estimates after reconstruction 
. 
using the ''optimal" cell wi.dths · was counte·d. Of the·· 48 s·ample,s in the 
experiment~24. of which were bimodal and 24 skewed--only 8 contained 
any negative frequency estimate·s : .6 :bimodal. and 2 skewed. Of these 
/ 
8 samples only ·one contained more than a single n_egati ve estimate 
and it cont·ained only 2. Thus a total ·of only 9 out o_:f' 4800. observa-
tions had negative frequencie_s estimates as a: resw.t of usi~g the 
appropriate "optimal" cell width--either .. 85 or • 55--in a deltaspline 
reconstructiop of the distribution o·f the d·a.ta. This is hardly an 
alarming total, :and -the-ir treatment can. be handled on an exception: 
level. 
The s:i.~·l.es~t. t·reatment· ·for ,a ne:e;ative frequency· estimate might 
be setting that value to O s.ince :its· ac·tu~ value is likely to b.e 
very small anyway. . However-, g{x) ·1s a cl.i\risor :in th.e formula for 
calculating I(µ) and W.{µ) $0 such treatment is not feasible as ,it· 
results in- di-v.i.si·on· by· zero. Another poss·ible treatment :ror ·the nega-
tive estimate aist, utilizes the like.lihood that the actual freq.uency 
was very small. Under this treatment, ·any observati.on ·)lhicn has a 
negative frequency estimate would- b,e-. trea.te.d as an outlier an.d e_limi-
nated from the sample. The calculations of: I(ll l and W(ll) -would then: 
•, 
· be made with just the remaini:qg observations. Such a treatment is 
feasible and, considering the infrequent 'Occurrences o·-f negative. 
estimates~ not unreasona~le. Anoth.er treatment which is also ·te·asible 
woul.d be to ch~ge the cell. width, .. ei th~r- i~cre·asi~g it or decreas-ing, _· 
it by small. increments unt·il al:l sample .frequency estimates are posi-. 
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tive. Whereas the· former treatment of. COtlSideripg Obf?ervations. With 
n.egative estimates·· as outliers leaves the.· remaini~g frequency esti-
mates for tl1e sample micha.nged·,. this latter treatment will produce· 
new frequency estimates for all observations with each incremental 
change in c.:e1:1 width.. Both of· these feasible alt.ernatives were 
evaluated with. r~spect to each oth~r by "consi.dering the.ir e·ffects on 
for the "optimal" cell widths. The mean squared deviation (MSD) as 
r /'I. i 
·de.fined earlier provided the me.a.sure .. for comparison. The results 
with respect to b.oth I(µ} and ·w('µ) are listed in Table .. 5·_.3 :al·9t1.g 
with the MSD resulting r·:rom. use ·of the actual, or ·known, g(x). 
Sc.anni;ng the table fo1~ general information it appears ·that the first 
.. 
.. altetnati ve of eliminating_ all observations from the_ sample whi~h 
:)lave neg.a.tive frequency estimates provides the more consistent effect: 
as the r~_ge of MSD·' s for the other treatment w·as :significantly 
greater for both ·r (P.} and. W(µ.).. It is also seen th:at. for six of the· 
. . ' . ' ; . . . 
eight samples .for ea.ch .. of .. r{µ:) and W(ll) ( tho:ugll not. tlle same· six 
samples) the·, fi·r-st alt.e·rnative is clearly the. bette·r tre.a.tment. 
For the other two sa.inples .in each· case, while changi:r3,g C is the 
better -treatment, it does :not provide a radical Jy smaller MSD. Thus 
it is concluded that little would be lost if the first treatment 
were ·used on all samples containing negative frequency estimates. 
Also it is 9omputationally more expensive to employ the. aecond. al-
. .. 
• L ' i 
ternative since the· numbe·r· .of- c·omputations required to ·o~tai??- ·aµ .. ,·. , · 
' t •• 
. positive f'requen¢y ·es:tima~s .. i.-s. h_tghly· varia.1>1e. as seen in· the· 
'· . 
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' ' ' 
.. i 
t . . . ' ' ' d .. ·· ,'I I(µ) I, 
,· . 
' - . 
,. ... '. 
,. ' 
-' 
' ' -4 M~S.D.xlO 
. 
g{x) .. Sample ... · Design·Cel.l Actual· 
1 Quad-bimodal 42.8 
2 Quad-bimodal 18.6 
.3 Quad-bimodal 57.8 
4 .. .. Qua.cb-bimodal .h.8.,2 . 
-5· Quad-skewed 65.5 
6 Quad-skewed 181.0 
7 Lin, decr-'qimodal 27.8 
8 ~in, incr-bimodal 45.0 
,,. 
' .. ·- . . . ~ 
W(µ) 
.. 
' -4 M.S.D.xlO 
. 
Sample Design Cell Actual g(x) 
1 Quad-bimodal 1.68 
2 Quad-bimocal 1.11 
':3. Quad-bimodal 1.53 
:t Quad-bimodal 4.97 
5 Quad-skewed ·.2.82·, 
.. 
6 Quad-skewed $ •. 05·,. 
7 . Lin, deer-bimodal _ ·0.:7,5 •· 
. 
-a Lin, in er-bimodal: :0.43: 
. . ' ' -4 
M.S.D.xlO -
Estimated g(x) 
Eliminate Change C: 
if g(x)~O By How Much 
1172.0 835.0: - .. 100 
136.0 2450.0: +.·050 
163.0 783.0: -.275 
148.0 276.0 •. ~0: -.050 
170.0 1130.0: -.125 
131.0 62.0:-+.225 
97.0 1079.0: -.425 




Estimated g( x.) 
Eliminate Change C: 
if g(x)~O R-j. How Much 
2.29· 17.50: -.100 
2~46" 21.10: +.050 
6. 07 - 3.60: --.275 
1.18 ·· 35.00: -.050 
6.60 12.39: -.12.5 
2.64 1.60: -.225 
0.54 4.40: -.'425 
0.39· 5.10: -.150 
. ;, ;_._:_,'• - ' 
- ' . 
' ' . ' . 
· ! Tabl'e 5. 3 - Treatment· e>f ·negative frequency · estimates · 
' ":· "- .. . ... 
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11how much'' col ,mm. + Each. increment of -.025 required recalculation of 
' 
. 
all estimates so tha.t for. the ch~ges of - •. 425 f'c>r sample 7, a mini- · ·· 
mum of 16 frequency recalculations. were required--if the analyst 
· ·knew to decre·ase rather than increase C !· :Thus the first feasible 
treatment was adopted :f'or dealing with :nega.ti ve frequency estimates. 
Comparing the MSD's usir;ig tn..e· es~imated:g(xJ to those obtained for 
l 
· the actual .. g{x) caused some c.oncern; part;i.ctilar.ly for I(µ), as :it 
seems. that the esti.mated g{_x) sigp.ificantly increased· the MSD iri 
all but one S:ample. Th~ MSD: tor.the. estimated g(x) compares mor.e 
f'avo.rab.ly w·ith that ... q_f the, .ac:tual ·g .. (xJ for W( µJ, however,. and this 
same ·comp.aris_qp.. w_as then -made· on ti:.,e ·:remaining 40 samples '.for which 
.. 
·no negative· frequency esti.m.~te_s· _: occurre:d t·o see ·i.t· · th:ese trends. 
continued. Th·e fact that the MSD's 1·n a.ii co·lµnms were- higher .for 
I ( JJ) than :fb:r· W{ µJ: :should :h·a.ve b¢eA expected r·ecalling· the. r~su:tts 
to:r tll.e analysis, o.f ph~-s~- .i in. Chapter 4.-
A comparison o_f the· M.:SD's ·ror the actµal and estimated g(x)' s 
for all ·repl~c·&tion·s of the first pha$·e ot- the: :experiment i.s s11mma-. 
ri·zed i.n Table :5.4 for each of I(µ) mid W(µ}.. The table shows 
for each of ·1(µ) anq.. W(µ) the minimum, maximum,. and average MSD for 
the actual and estimated' g{x)' s. The series of three n11mbers which l 
appear twice in the bottom of each c_ell represent the number .of 
samples for· which the MSD. for the est.i~ated g-(x) was les·s than· the .· 
MSD ·for th.e actual_ g(x), the number of' samples tor which· there w~ 
less than a 10%.~ difference ·in MSD'·s, and the nimiber of samples. 
within the cell for wh.ich the MSD's were increased usip.g the estimated 
.. ' . ~ 
.· ,: ' 
,, 'I',; 
• 
• l ''. ,I I ~"' a1 • 
'. ,, 
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g(x) g(x) · g(x·) g(x) 
act~ est. act. est. 
14.5 4.5 0.32 0~09 
· 181.0 170.0 5.04 6.60 
58.6 59.5 1.91 1.21 
6-0-2 5-0-3 
* * * * 
4.5 1-.8 0.05 0.09 
138.1 14.1 0.55 0.36 
39.6 5.9 0.23 0.18 
7-0-1 2-4-2 
7.3 o.4 0.18 o.oo 
82~7 85.0 1.41 1.09 
27.3 16.3 0.50 0.36· 
5-1-2 5-0-3 
Table 5. 4 - ~- S. D. s11mmary - estimated g(x) vs. actual g(x) 
• 
. . ~· ',' 
,· ··r:· . 
- ' ' 
• • 1 • 
' . " 
:-
',. ; .. , ; ,·,· 
,.,, .. 
- . ' .. ~-
•/ - . , 
g(x). The aater:i.sks Uldica.te .. into- wb.iCh group the samples. which ori-
ginally contained·- -negative fr~quency -est·imat~s fall. Recall that thos·e · 
observations containing negative :frequency· estimates were dropped 
. ' 
from th.e s.ample prior to analysis. The results indicate no partic.ular 
,, loss ··of accuracy when the estimated· fre(!uencies replace tlle actual 
I 
· values in calculating the stati;tics I(µ} an.d W(µ). Th.e· ave~age MSD 
.• 
. · ~over ·'all ... 48.· s-.amplfes· ···fo·r ·W{,µ·}···and ··aft.d the·'·"':a:ctual. · g-(xJ ·was 0·.-88 while 
"' 
with the estimated g(x) and W(11), the oyerall · average MSD was de-
creased to 0.77. Repeating this OQmp.arison :r9r I(µ) after throwing 
out the sample _producing· the MSD.:o:f'. ll72.0 2 the res·u11is are 38.5 · 
with the actual. g{x:J and 38. 4· using the estimated g(x) indicating no 
significant change. Thus· on t:El~ average the estimated g(x_) ·p~ovided: 
as good or better a., fit o.t:· tl.:te curves for the statistics I(.µ)_· and 
W( µ) to the ·the,oret.i.cal ··expected respons~ than did the actual v~lue·s. 




·'bQttom of .each. c.e1·1 in.die-at~ tbat -f.or any given sample, a better· fi.t 
of I(_µ) with, :~stim~ted f're.quen,:cies. oqcur 50% more often than not 
( 30 to ~ 7:). Similar results ·are· folllld :f'or W( µ) (25 to ±6). While 





tected with $1 ana~sis. of variance it is the av~rage e:f:fect which. 
is important, ~ince the analyst supp·o_s:ecUy knows little about either 
the response or the dis.tribution .of the.~ data prior to t~e analysis. 
If' the conditions under which this; experiment was run can be ~rgued 
~ • C 
-
to be representatiy~ · o.~_-yh:~t .·t:tte· .. aµaiyst may· actually· encounter, 
.. 
· then the resµlts nere in.di.f!at~. he .c.an ·Obtain equally accurate 
. ' . ·i·'·. '. ' . . . 
. ' ' ' \ 
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usi~g th.e estimated or reconstructed p.optilation rather than the .. 
actu·a1. This attests to th.e' us.efulness:.· of the· deltas.pline recon-
struction technique. as a quantitative tool. The deltaspline approx-
)' .. 
imation even. appear to be · able to smoqth sample variations particu~. _. 
larly in li·ght of th_e· 12 .• 5.%: -d.e.c·re·ase in overa_ll aver~ge MSD :t'or 
W(µ) .... It remains to ·aet·ermine the effect of the deltaspline recon~ 
~s!t}r.uc-.t-ion --techn-ique-<on. ,the:.--es.t .. im.ate,s .-.of .. µ~., the optimal process. 
··-
states, before concluding its suita.bili.ty for a.nalysi.s. .purposes. 
Table 5. 5 s,umnarizes the ·e.atimate·s of the· .optim~l proc·ess: 
• I 
s-tates· far .each cell of th~ .experiment des-ign. •. :t:.t sh_ovs the minimum, · 
g(x} replaced. the :actual. The table_ can· be compared to table: 4. 4. 
which s.hows the .results front the same samples using th·e- actual g·f~). 
·~e ·c:riteTi:on· '°h'as·ed on W(µ·)- a_ga.in is the superior estimator,. -sub-
stantiating ·all previous assertions. .At this. poin·t it seems. reason~ 
.• 
able to concl11d~·: that th-e bes.t ,optimizin-g c:r:-ite:r.1.:on. tor an a_ctual · 
application of the ana'Jysis procep.ure develqped. :in Ch.ap:t:e·r 2 then 
is to ma.ximi .. ze ·w'( 1-1) :with.-in a suitable region of. -·inter~$t· using a 
deltaspltne reconstruction to estimate the ppplll~tion represented 
.by the collectf_·on df historical data . 
. . 
. ,. .. 
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Region of interest: 1.0 $ µ ~ 3.7 
QUADRATIC 
2.3 • 2.5 1.2 min 
3.0 max 2.5 2.8 
2.74 ave 2.50 2.13 
LINEAR, DECREASING 
1.4 min 1.2 1.2 
l.8 max l.2 1.6 
1.68 ave 1.20 1.31 
LINEAR, INCREASING 
2.9 min 3.3 1.2 
3.1 max 3.3 3.3 




µ.* = 2.50 














Region of interest: 1.2 ~ µ S 3.3 
NOTE: µ.* is the. µ. for which ]!:(Y;µ.) is maximized within the appropriate region of interest. 
Table 5.5 ~ Summary of optimal process state estimates - Phase 1 with estimated g(x) 
~ -
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· .··6.0·'". S1JIUIDary, Conclusions and Areas tor Further StuQY/ 
4 
' ·6.1 s,munary 
This thesis was. undertaken with the intent . to· present .and evaluate 
a technique for analyzing historical data such as that which might be 
· taken from a manufacturing ·process. Th:e. results o_f· .the analysi-s · are· .... 
. ,. 
required to _provide an estimate of the. "optimal" process state, or at 
least a ·direc.t.i_on in wh.ich to shift the nominal process operati_ng 
. 
. levels in order -to realize an i-mprovement in· th.e process "level. of· 
performance_ •. ·,, :·Because· 9f' ·t'i-1e possibility that th·e·· historic-al data 
may not sugges:t- :a mod~l: -wh:ich adequately ~esc-ribes.- it:s ·b-ehavior, the 
analysi:s te.cbnique to. b·e· employed must not_ rely_ upori sucll :a model which 
i.s to -s:ey the analysis must· ·be per.formed "model free. " 
the. development of: a· .new .pfoc~.<i.ur.e... A te,chni.que to meet ·th.e.s·e. require--
ment~ was thus dey~lopecl µ.tiliz:ing· .concepts of the· Monte Carlo variance 
reducing method of importance sampling. Optimization c.riteria based . 
on either the usual importance sampling statistic.s or a .s.tatist:ic. 
derived from another Monte Carlo method--weighte~ 'Uilifo·rm s.ampling'""'-
were then propos·ed. 
An evaluation of·· th·e µew ·'':mod.e.l :f're.e':• optimizatt·on: .technique with · 
respect to these optimizing criteria followed. Since the new technique 
sacrif~ces the variance reducing power ~f importance sampli~g, it was 
·necessary not only to determine which optimization criterion performs 
best, but also to obt.ain .an understanding of the behaviors of the. 
·.-, ,' ; .', . _. ·.' 
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s-t?atistics employed in those criteria. Simulated data for responses 
. ' 
with- one independent parameter were the basis for the evaluation and 
·study. 
. I 
A necessary- and critical step in· the analysis p:POGe-dure wh.·ich W·as 
developed .is the construction -of a popul.~ti-on for ~~i-ch ·the historical· · 
data might be considered a "represent11.tive random sample.". A technique. 
. 
. 
based on the.· .d¢lasp:Line tra.n;sform w_as adopted to perform this :task. 




This construction technique, due to :Borieva, Kendall, and Stef.anov, 
· was origi_nal]y conceived, to answ.e_r qua.li-t.ative di·stributional ques-
tions so th·at· a quant·it ..~ti:ve: evaluation of the ·technique was neces-
sary. This evaluation inc.l_ude:d a. c-omparison of the ~~sults obtained 
in the first phase of the eval.uation of the optimizati·on technique 
with those which would have: been obtained using the- delta.spline coµ-
,.st:nuction .tecbn_iques ins:te.·a..d ·or .an assumed knawledg~- of' ·the e·xac·t 
underlying distrilrution of ·the, data. 
6. 2 Conclusions 
6.·2.1 Discussion 
The model-free empi-rical optimization t~:chnique ae·veloped in this 
thesis resembles, of necess-ity, the oft-use-d method o·f natural varia- · 
tion, one of the· :p1·ev:i.ously available empirical optimization techniques • 
. 
This being t.b,_e _case, it is likely to be subjected to criti~ism by the 
.. 
statistically pure in .-heart. The resemb·lance is in· the· dat·a .$olttce. 
Such a method relies on the day-to-day proces~ variation to provi·de 
• 
·. a "wi.de enough" range of values· foi- :each · of the process ·parameters 
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ever means, be detectable. Th.us the parameter wli.:i.ch ,. could ,provide the · 
si;0gle_ greatest contrib:ution to an improved le:vel 6:f') performance ·might 
.. ) 
not be discovered . if' the. values ob.served in the data for that parameter 
differ by only ·a s.mall. amount. St.atis.ti·cally pure -or not, this anal~ 
ysis .appro·ach ·i·s tjl.e most· rlde_ly .used in a manµfact.uring environment. 
' 
because it cap l)e. ma.de· without disrupting the· normal operati..ons of . · · ; 
. ·i 
1;he process. :other tec~i_ques would re.quire. the introduction of ex-
perimental lots into the normal produc:t flow in order to obtain data 
!., •• 
: . ~·\ 
tor a.nalys:is • 
:'!his resemblance t:o the .meth.od qf n~t:ural- variation does not~ 
. . 
., now~ver, restrict t:he appl.,;Lc·~ti.on .. of the· ·model-free concept. It was \ . . . . . . 
. 
I I • 
-!,'\.1 ' 
I • 
developed. in this ,thesis to me.et·. the 'wors.t case wh.ich might be en-
. 
countered, i.e. , no fre:edoni. to, e.xperiment··· .Sbo~d t·he pro·duction pei:--
... s.onnel. be -~more r.ecept.iv.e to , ...eJc.per·imental .analysis , noth.ing in the 
model-fr¢e Malys is proce:dure makes its application in·appropriate .• 
/ 
:Thus it also· se,rve.s. as an alternative to the other .available emp:i.rical 
optimization t·ec·hniqµes of designed experi·ment a:ti.d E. V ;o .P. on,ce· the 
data is available. 
Being an empiric~l optimization technique, the mode1~free approach 
seeks the true process optimal operating state in an iterative· fashion. 
This is to .say that no single set of data, no matter how collected, can 
be expected ·to reveal the most favorable operating· conditions immedi- · 
,, ,. ... - .. ·,1 -
ately. It can only·-be hoped that the results of'~ analysis will move 
· closer to tnat state. · · Further collection of data -and analysis of the · 
same sbould eventually converge upon that . state. 
. . ' ' .. 
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· The experiment ·described ir.t.Chapter 3 and analyzed. in. Chapter 
in-dicates decisively that, at least for the conditions considered, the -
opt~mizing criteri·on based ·on W(µ), t·he._statistic ~er:i.vable from 
weighted uniform sampling, is sup·erior to those bas-ed· on the usual 
impo!tance sampli!lg statist·ics~ It is superior not only in its abil~-
·I. 
i ty to pr'edi ct ·the ".optimal" process state, µ*, but also in the re-
sult.i.:gg .esti:ma,te of the expecte_d process response,, E(Y;µ*). The 
res_ults show ¢oncl~i vely that· the model.-free approach is a feasible 
.... :,;.""_,,_,~ .. :.- . ,,.. 
approach to emp.i_rical proces·s . optimization, at least for a response. 
which is a.: f'Ullction ·of oh·e ±?ro:cess parameter . 
... 
The: e,taluation of tne mo.de·l--f'ree technique in Chap:ters 3 an.d 4 
"\fa.s· done independent of ·the methc;,d used for reconstructing. the d.ittt·ri-:. 
buti.:qn of the data, g(x}. . It w.a.s ,ass·iJmed th-at, somehow, the. actua·1 
.dis,t.~ib.ut:ion underJ.ying the. :data was exact.ly recoverable. Th~ delt·a-
.s.p·line, transfoi,n.at:ion: was then evaJ.uate.d :as a means for cons.tructing 
•: 
g.fx:.) 'in an .a.ctua.l applicati.·on of t.he: an.alys.:ts p:r;ocedure ~ The· resµJ.ts 
indicated that even tllougl1 Boneva et a.J.. :Lnt~nded th·eir technique to· 
answer quail. ta.tive questions, their technique, with speci·a1 consid-
eration for an occas:ional negative frequency ¢stimate, .may also be 
applied quantitatively with reasonable s-qqcess·. In fact, when using 
estimates of th-.,.----requencies for g(x) b·aeed on the deltaspline con--
structio:q, the net eff'e:ct Oil th:e ·st·atistic W( µ) was to remove some of 
the sample-to-sample .variation so that it provided more accurate esti-
. 
. 
mates of E(Y; µ), for all µ, ,and. hen.ce bet·ter estimates of µ* than what .· 
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-the prQblem in· a critical s.tep ~:r_ the model-free an~lysis procedure, 
'", ,_, .... ' • 'I 
r 
it i:s not intended to be . conclusive. Other methods · may exist which 
can . equal or improve_ upon the performa.ri.ce of t_he· delta.spline . construe-
. . . -1 . . . . . ·. . . ·: . 
tion .in identifyi_ng some population for wh.it~h an. arbitrary set of 
. ... , ...... 
hi'storical data could ·be c.onsidered a re·presentative random sample. 
Its inclusion: a.n.d eva.iuat1.on in this thesis was nece·s.sary to estab~· 
lish the feasibility· of t-he mod.el-ftee analysis procedure, and thif?, 
.I . 
' 
·,. the author if> certain,. it ha.s done .. · \,·, 









. ;Fe~haps the most ivant 
thesis relate to. generalization 
conclu.sion:s- to 'be drawn :front this 
of' .,t.he re£;;.ulte t:o the ca.-se· of ·n :pro.~~ss·· · · 
.. 
·par-ameters. First, it shouiq b·:~ observe.a ·that· nowrfetE? J .. n· tne de·velop:~ ·· 
ment of the procedur~ · is· the wo:r:-:d "i.ndepen-dent" us·e.d- i.n :eonj:uncti·on 
~ •• 1--· 
i 
.. 
with ''process· parameters." This in itself is worthy ot note,. 
. .. 
Thµ;,. 
·ttie optinial control capability, f{x;_µ)' which th.e analyst .must esti-
mate prior t.o: analysis of the data can. re:f:t.ect any .Jmown covariatice 
between the ·process para.meters an:d· c@ -~ls·o ·r.e:flect a. :feed-forw~:d: 
control capability in the proce~s. 
Another point- r_egarding fCx; µ) , the optimal control c.apabili ty 
:should be made. The·-a.na1ysis with <?ne process parameter which was_ 
done. in this thesis as.s11med the shape of f(x; µ) to be fixed as was 
varied. However, ·this is not a requirement o_f the model-free analysis 
procedure. .For example, if: the analyst actually observed behavior · ·· · 
in his data -similar to that of· th.e skewed· distribution equation .3-10 ,·> . ,, .• ' ' . 
he could reasonably conclude· that the variance of his optimal contro.i .· 
.. 
. ·, ' 
' : ,- ,· ', . 
•I ',Cl, 
· 117:.·· 
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,, ' , 'I 
capability s~auld de.crease with increasi_ng µ ,. thus his specification 
of the optimal, control capability would inclU~~ a st~tement Of how cr?.~:--·~f: 
. 
. ·r 
varies with it , or er~(µ.). This .freedom, wisely- utilized, could affect · 
-..____) 
'' ~. 
4and improve the· resulting es.timate of the' opt_imal process· state, µ~. 
~ ' ' . A need tor identifying a suit~ble region of inter~·~t . in which to 
. ' 
look· for the ·optimai process state was established: in Chapter 4, and 
' a means of det·ermining what it s·houlq. be ,.,as· suggested. Extension 
·-•1 
of this idea. t;o ,n proces·f3 :parbet:ers· .f s not · entirely clear.·. The-
., simplest ·wa;y to :.~xtend :the·, ide·a would b·e t.q: .id~ntiJy .one dimensional 
" 
regions as· _don:e: .in Chapter 4 and then use as "the· n~·diineris.'io.nal region 




is inadequate. .1ll1e probl.ell.l is comp.ounded. ·by th~ strange .shapes .. which 
mE\Y .res-tLLt from art n-·di'lnensiorial ~or.rstrµ,ct,io.n o.f' ,g(x) using the delta.-
:sp.line ·tra.ns·rormat·i-c>n .. 011. an .arli:tt:rar.y s·et or··:histo·rical data. The 
" 
Cri ter10Il Of Qhapt~r 4 Which Wa$. tO· C0IlS1der Ollly those l,l I S for 
for which less than 15% of f.(x;,µJ was t.o: be found. ln the outer 1% 
of g(x) may be. the be.st. niea.p.s for determi:ning, this 'regi-on of interest, 
but its ·Ei.ppl.tcat:ion, with·~ parameters is cert~inly. not straightforward. 
Generaliz ..ati·on. of the· deltaspline construction ·t~chnique to an 
n-dimensiona.1. appli.cat·iOn ·_is str~ightfo~ard if indepen~ence of the 
.. ; ~ process. param~t-ers can be a reasonable assumpti9n since· the one di-
mentional results can simply be multiplied t:ogether. But the histor~ 





. - •. 
---- ... 
--
dimensional-:del.taspline cons-t1:ucti.on is completely arial_agous t.o- that· 
• • • : • -, r 
·. ' . ':·- ~-~·. .'- •, ~ 
of one, but·.i~stea..d·of' the 's·i~gle_para.meter~ C, the resulti~g g(x.) 
··. ,· .·_ · .... ' :, ·.· ,, . 
···.··~·ll.8. 
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will be determined by_ n par.a.met-era,· Cl.,.··c2, ..•.• , Cn,: and pre>per 
smoothijlg o~ g(x} may· be ·a serious problem~· Th.e deitaspline construe- · 
tion h.owever may· be the only· feasible technique:· for obtaini_ng g(x} 
since, as discussed in Chapter 5~.
1 
_other: tiSual.: rn.ethods of censtructing. 
. . , 
en underlying .population· ~e t·oo restrictive in·,.the resulting_ shapes. 
. . . 
. The behaviors ot the sta.tist:ics ~(µ}, W(iiJ~ and si(~J ~hen ex,-
. ten:ded · t·-c,-,·n .. ~men·sdi,on·s ,aT-e ·-not -· e··xpe·c-te-d ·t,o ··-ch,a.nge. ·The .. 0pt-imi.zing 
criterion based on W(p) will still most l:,ikely be· ,s.µperior. The 
greatest concern. shou.ld. pe exp·r'.e..s-sed with regard t.d the n.umber of ... .. 
observatiQns .require.a fo.r meaningful estimates of µ~., While this · 
required _n,1mber actuaizy depen_d~, as shown. ·j.n. :dhapte.:r 4, upo11. both· 
. ' 
t(x; ll) -13,Ild g(x), it can. ·be· -expe.ct.~d t-C>· increase drastically with n. · 
.It then b_ecomes eseenti·al_ ·to have an '!adequacy test" such as that. 
suggested in ·chapte:r .4. ·which might be to count the relati.v~- -ma)Ci·mEL ob~-
served· in I(ll) for t-lle- sJrl.tab.le region of in.t.eres:t~. 
Recommended Procedure 
The· discussion in. the prevtous .se:ct·i:on indicates a concern. witb. ·· 
. . 
regard to g~neralization of the results presen.t~d in this th.es·is to 
the case ot _n· process parameters. This· con·c.e-i~n ·can o.nty be justified 
"' 
or put to-rest by a natural exte11s:ion of the work .. in this thesis • 
However the results of this thesis do indicate that a model-free 
approach ·to process optimization is workable .and. that a reasonable. 
procedure for this approach eo_aj.d. .bE3 s-ummar.ized as ·b:eJ..ow: 
.. ·---. ' 
' ' . . 
. . -
1.: Collect/:data - whether_ h::tstorical or exp~;riment.ali{ -:,·: _: 
. ' ..... ··, ' ' ... ' . . ' ' . . . 
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,. 2. Construct the distribution of the data, g.(x·), using 
· the delta.spline approach •. ,.,,, ,,. '• ':, 




3. Determine the optimal_ control -capab.ili ty f-(-x;µJ. 
'I · .. : . -
' ·~ ' ·. ' 
,'. } ··. 
.. ··-·.- ... 
· .... 1 
4. Determine a s_ui·table -regiorii of interest in whi-cb.:to _ 
I , , , -: , 
,(, .-, 
. . ~ t . . . .. ..1 . i ., 
·.::; 
. . ... ·,.( 
·- ·_ ·1, . 
look for the · proces-s optimum usi~g the· ·"15%, 1%0 -
criterion or :some other work'Elble··.rule. 
.. 
--("~-· . ·~(Det.erulin.e the _ .'.~a.de_quacy'' 'o_f the . clat_,a;: by countin:g 
the number of _rel~tive maxima ob,served for. I_(µ)· 
within the suitable region of interest.: If riece)3-
sa.cy "relax" the op.ti:m~ control and redete.rmi.ne 
' 
the suitable .r~·gior1 -of: in-tere·st and adequac·y of 
the dat·:a. Continue l1ntil. data ·i.s considere,d. "a.de- · 
.-l . 
quate" with respect tot-he- smoothnei-SS of I:(:µ). 
6. - -Es,t.imate µ*, the .. optimal _pro.ce.ss qperating state. 
. A A 
by µ* where µ* maximizes ·W( ii:} within the: -s:u.itJ:ibie 
region ot· interest. 
7. Re commen-d. to product:f on .-personnel ·a shi :rt in the: 
,. 
nominal pr0Ge$S operating levels to ll* and a 
respecificat··i·o:n. of tolerances derived· from 
" r(x;µ*). 
8. -B~gin c9llecti?g data -~gai·n 'SQ th.EI,t this sequence 
mEcy" be repeated. -
• - I 
i • . . ~·._. -
,,,-
• • I ' • 
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6. ~-- · Areas . for Further Study 
t 
, I 
Because. this thesis w:as. devbte.d~ t.o a new'_ a.~·Etl.yii~- ·t~~hnique,, per-
,. , • • I • 
h.apS.::•· it has rais;ed· more .. que$.tioris than· it has answered-·. : Thus a great 
. ,\ • I 
',. 
' 
. . ' 
deal of work remains to be done. in proving,. or disproving its worth. 
--~e- most urgent need for further work clearly relates to the general-
' I, ,.~ : 
· ization of the· res.µlts to problems with, niore than one process·· para- ···· 
meter of inte]iest. Because of the need for restric-ti_ng the estimate of 
µ* to a ·region where the statisti.cs employed are meaningful_, a workable 
rule for establishing a s.uitable region- of interes:t :for more than one 
parameter is ne~:ded.- /U.$0 th~re :~~ ~problems rel~tecl to smoothing. : 
How: does the ana.J.ys:t:.·know i_f his: ·est:imat:e of g.(x) ·is properly s.moothe·cl 
when wor~ing wit·h £our- process p_~a.roeters·? Or· how :does: he. determine 
when I(µ) :Ls ''smooth enough" to conclude that the sample si.ze is 
:,, 
, .. - .... . .. ade.qµat.e:·,_. or that· f.(x_;µ) has been "relaxed"· en~ugh? 
. - ;,\.-. 
~·. ·,, I 
'/. 
... \. .. 
·,If the- multi dimensional concerns- for·· the model-free optimization· 
te-chntqu~. can. be allayed, then how· tibes t:h~- .approach compare in ac~· 
curacy. ·and efficiency as an alternative to. the other available 
empirical optimization techniques, even if experimentation is per~ 
mi tted and models can be· found? 
The results of this thesis suggest a potentially powerful anal~: 
ysis technique. whose worth needs to be f·urther evaluated. 
, . 
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